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Women’s Memorial March was a huge success in New Denver
to head downtown. The police and
fire department turned out to escort
the marchers and the crowd took over
one entire lane of the highway and the
main street. The march wound up at
El Dorado Square, where there were
numerous hanging red dresses, a fire,
more ceremony and music, and three
kinds of soup, wild rice, cookies and
beverages.
Considering the topic of the day,
the energy of the crowd was remarkably
exuberant. Clearly everyone was
grateful and excited to be with one
another as part of this impressive
commemoration. Eloise Charet, who
along with a few key people was
invaluable in pulling everything
together, stated she had “great pride
in seeing the community come out for
such an important event. And so great
to see our children participating.” Carol
Boccaccio was impressed with how
well executed everything was, and
said it felt “very warm,” and remarked
“how wonderful people could create
something with such a great sense of
togetherness over such a short period
of time.”
Marilyn James wanted to point out

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Silverton Mayor Colin Ferguson
says he was shocked by the 2021
census report that shows his town
shrunk by nearly one-quarter in the
last five years.
“We can’t wrap our heads around
this at all,” says Ferguson, whose
village on the shore of Slocan Lake
was found to have fallen from 195 to
149 people, about 23%, since the 2016
census. “There has been no drop in
general activity in the village, and we
have two new house builds ongoing
right now.”
Silverton’s growth had been
stagnant for nearly 20 years before
the 2021 census, gaining or losing
about 1% between each five-year
count. This year’s precipitous drop
doesn’t jive with what Ferguson says
he can see happening in the village.
As mayor of a very small town, he can
keep track of the comings and goings
of most residents.
“I can think of 18 new full-time
households that we’ve gained in the
past few years – representing 38
people,” he says. “Even allowing for
replacement in some cases that’s about
31 new residents. And there could be
more – that’s just a rough count off the
top of my head.”

Ferguson says the census takers
may have had problems contacting all
the actual residents of the village.
“Lots of residents leave the village
each year for one or two months at a
time. We have retirees who are mobile
and travel, and we also have absentee
homeowners,” he told Valley Voice.
“It’s always difficult to get a good
grasp of actual population because of
the part-time residents and people on
extended vacation.”
That could be a factor, as the
census shows only 78 out of the total
128 residences in town were occupied
by permanent residents on census day
(May 11). But the census results “just
do not match anecdotal experience
here in the village, where for the past
couple of years, we’ve seen every
available property sold in short order,”
says Ferguson.

that the story of these women is not
something new – it has been going on for
a long time. “We’re seeing more about it
now because native communities have
started putting what is happening out
into the light. Days like this are really
important to show the community’s
increasing awareness.”
“Where are the investigations?”
James asks. “Where are the results?”
The origin of the Women’s

Memorial Marches goes back to
January 20, 1991, when a woman
was found murdered on Powell Street
in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.
On February 14, 1991, her mother
Linda Ann Joe and family and several
others gathered in that spot to show
compassion and recognition for all
Indigenous women in the Downtown
Eastside and to honour the missing
and murdered. The march now draws

thousands of people in Vancouver every
year and has grown as a movement,
spreading to other provinces in Canada.
Blacksioux-Redwood is inspired
by what happened here and wants
to take things further. She is hoping
to organize a multifaceted event on
May 5 to observe Red Dress Day. Red
dresses have become an internationally
recognized symbol of Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women.
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by Moe Lyons
On Monday, February 14, over 150
people, most dressed in red, paraded
through the streets of New Denver
to remember Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women (MMIW), also
including Indigenous children and men
in the scope of the event. This gathering
succeeded beyond the wildest hopes
of its instigator, Nicole BlacksiouxRedwood, who only 10 days before
had put out a call to see if people were
interested in making this happen.
“I felt so much emotion!” she said.
“When we came walking down into
the park and saw all the people there,
I cannot describe how I felt. Heartful.
Amazed that so many people showed
their support.”
The march had two starting
points, one at Lucerne School where
the students had been working and
learning about MMIW all week.
Ceremony took place at the school
with drumming and a round dance.
Everyone proceeded towards
Centennial Park, where another large
crowd, under the leadership of Marilyn
James, Sinixt matriarch, ably assisted
by Lindsay Kugler, were setting out

Over 150 people joined New Denver’s Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women’s Memorial March on February 14. Key organizer and New
Denver resident Nicole Blacksioux-Redwood and Sinixt matriarch Marilyn James led the march.

Silverton mayor ‘can’t wrap head around’ town’s census drop

Slocan boom

It’s just the opposite story down
the lake from Silverton, where the
Village of Slocan has had huge growth,
according to the Census Canada stats
released earlier this month.
There, the population has grown
a staggering 31.1% since the 2016
census—from 289 to 379 people.
“After the last census we were
shocked by the numbers,” says Mayor
Jessica Lunn, recalling how 2016

showed Slocan had lost 8% of its
population. “I would say this census
definitely captured what we’re seeing
on the ground.”
Local historian Greg Nesteroff
noted in his Kutne Reader blog
(https://gregnesteroff.wixsite.com/
kutnereader) that the village is now
at its highest population in a century,
since 1921. The previous highest count
was in 1951. “The 2021 number is all
the more amazing considering that it
means the population is higher than
at any point during the existence of
Slocan’s waterfront sawmill, once
its economic lifeblood,” comments
Nesteroff. “While losing the mill might
have once been seen as a death blow to
the town, now I can’t imagine anyone
wanting it back.”
Lunn says the community’s growth
is part of its transition away from
being a one-industry lumber town,
and underscores the need for the
community to start a conversation
about the direction it’s heading.
“Our Official Community Plan
update is happening at the right time,”
she said. “We’ve seen a lot of new
community members come in, and we
have a lot of folks who have been here
forever. We have a lot to talk about. It’s
an exciting time.”

Growing in most areas

With a few exceptions, most rural
and urban areas in the West Kootenay
saw significant growth in the five years
between the 2016 and latest census.
The Regional District of Central
Kootenay saw an overall growth of
5% for a population of 62,509, while
individual area districts grew as well.
Area D (North Kootenay Lake) grew
8.98%, Area H (Slocan Valley) just
a bit slower at 8.4%, while Area K
(Nakusp area) grew 6.1%.
“This may speak to why our
building department has been so busy
for the past four years,” RDCK Chief
Administrative Officer Stuart Horn
said.
Some communities in the
readership area showed strong growth.
Burton (south of Nakusp) grew by
18.9% to 111 people, and neighbouring
community Fauquier grew by 20.3% to
142 residents.
Kaslo grew second fastest of the
municipalities in the Valley Voice
coverage area, to 1,049. Village CAO
Ian Dunlop said the numbers are a good
sign for the community, but the growth
creates work, as well.
“We saw a record number of
building permit and development
applications in 2021 – about the same
as the previous two years combined,”
he said. “New development does
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increase the tax base but it also takes
up more staff time to do planning
reviews and new service connections.
Council approved bringing on more
administrative help, which has started
to make a difference in our capacity for
planning and getting various projects
off the ground.”
The housing stats also inform the
debate now going on in the community
for more housing, he says.
“Kaslo Housing Society’s new
project has been welcomed by the
community but there is a greater need
for housing of all types. There are
jobs and trades to be filled but a lack
of places for these workers and their
families to rent or buy,” says Dunlop.
“It’s a catch-22 with the demand for
new development and services. The
Village has some sizable land holdings
and we have some funding so we can
start planning how we want to see these
areas developed. But it takes time to
do it right rather than in a reactionary
way.”

Some areas stagnant

Some communities didn’t see
much change. At first glance, New
Denver had a moderate 3% growth
with 487 residents, up from 473. But it
had seen a 6% drop in the 2016 census,
so the rate was more robust than it first
continued on page 3
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Big turnout to rally against SD 8’s Proof of Vaccine Procedure
by Jan McMurray
About 200 people attended a
School District 8 rally on February
18 at the school board building on
Stanley Street in Nelson to stand in
solidarity against vaccination policies
for SD 8 staff.

SD 8 staff and contractors have
been asked to provide their vaccine
status to the school district by March 1.
The SD 8 board of education directed
Superintendent Trish Smillie to create
a Proof of Vaccination Procedure in
a closed meeting on January 18, and

then on January 27, the local medical
health officer directed the district to
collect vaccine status from staff.
“Local SD 8 staff, who have
connected through the province-wide
group, BC Educators for Human
Rights, knew they would have to

speak up when the board of trustees
directed the superintendent to create
a Proof of Vaccination Procedure,”
SD 8 teacher Sarah Keenan told
the Valley Voice. “Our voices were
not considered during their closed
discussions and we want the school
board to be aware of the number of
staff, students, parents and community
members who strongly oppose this
mandate.”
Keenan says they want the
board of trustees to withdraw its
directive to have SD 8 create a Proof
of Vaccination Procedure, thereby
rescinding the need for unvaccinated
staff to undergo regular rapid testing
or take an unpaid leave of absence.
Keenan notes that the local
medical health officer’s order was to
report the vaccination status of SD 8
staff members on “an aggregate, nonindividually identifying basis.”
“However, it’s important to
note that the school board is indeed
identifying unvaccinated staff
members and imposing a choice of
mandatory testing or unpaid leave
for these individuals,” Keenan
said. “There is no enforcement of
mandatory testing for vaccinated
staff, who are equally able to transmit
the virus. The logic here is deeply
flawed if this is about public health
and safety.”
She reports that a letter supported
by over 75 district employees was
sent to the board of trustees when

it was considering the Proof of
Vaccination Procedure. She says
staff has individually sent emails to
trustees, the superintendent and the
local medical health officer to express
their concerns.
“While the Province has
encouraged school districts to put
forth these mandates, only a handful
of districts have taken such drastic
measures,” Keenan said. “At the same
time, mandates are being lifted in
many Canadian provinces and around
the world, so why is SD 8 continuing
to impose them?”
When asked how many staff
would take unpaid leave because of
the Proof of Vaccination Procedure,
she said, “We can’t estimate this at
the current time but staff have already
resigned due to these measures,
and further resignations and unpaid
leaves are being considered. The
ripple effect of this on students will
be devastating.”
Keenan says SD 8 faced major
budget cuts this year, affecting
programming and student support
in every school across the district.
“The money being spent in bulk on
testing kits could instead be used to
hire more EAs [education assistants]
and reinstate programs that have been
cut. We don’t need to spend money
on testing when we can opt for the
cheaper option of having people stay
home when they’re sick, just as we’ve
always done.”

About 200 people turned out to the rally against SD 8’s new Proof of Vaccine Procedure. The
rally was held on February 18 outside the school district building in Nelson.
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Kootenay Lake planners recommend 30-metre lakeshore setback
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
People who own shoreline
property around Kootenay Lake will
likely be prohibited from building
anything closer than 30 metres from
the lakeshore in the future – though
exceptions might be possible.
Regional District of Central
Kootenay staff said that’s the
direction they’re leaning toward after
completing a study on the lakeshore
for an ‘Environmental Development
Permit Area (EDPA)’ planned for
Kootenay Lake.
The regional government is
creating the EDPA for Kootenay Lake
to regulate development and protect
the lake from fish and wildlife habitat
loss. Surveys of residents have shown
strong support for such protections,
prompting the planning process.
Last summer saw planners and

other regional staff do a “buffer
analysis” – a map search and data
collection on the 1,723 private and
public shoreline properties along the
lake.
RDCK Planner Corey Scott came
to the February 16 Rural Affairs
Committee meeting to present findings
on the foreshore’s current development
and status, and how that might inform
the shoreline development rules in
the future.
“It is clear that there will be
a small number of parcels along
Kootenay Lake’s shoreline that will
be unable to avoid development within
the SPEA (Streamside Protection
and Enhancement Area, the buffer
zone),” says Scott’s report. “However,
upwards of 90% of shoreline parcels
on Kootenay Lake could avoid
development within a 30-metre-wide
buffer adjacent to Kootenay Lake,

submitted
The Federal Electoral Boundaries
Commission for British Columbia has
begun its review of British Columbia’s
federal electoral districts, following the
2021 decennial census.
The two federal electoral districts in
the Valley Voice coverage area include
South Okanagan-West Kootenay
(Arrow Lakes and Slocan Valley) and
Kootenay-Columbia (Kaslo area).
There are currently two electoral
boundary redistribution processes
underway in British Columbia.
The provincial electoral district
boundaries are also being reviewed.
This commission is responsible for
federal electoral districts only. The
two commissions will seek to avoid
confusion.
The Federal Electoral Boundaries
Commission for British Columbia will
use the 2021 Census population counts

made available by the chief statistician
of Canada on February 9, 2022. British
Columbia is entitled to an increase in
federal representation by one seat, for a
total of 43 seats. The commission will
draft its proposal, expected in a few
months, to reflect the population growth
and shifts since the last decennial
census was taken in 2011.
The proposal will then undergo
a broad public consultation process,
during which the commission will
receive written submissions from the
public and will travel across British
Columbia to hear from those who wish
to express their views in person.
The commission is composed
of the chair, the Honourable Justice
Mary Saunders, and two members, R.
Kenneth Carty and Stewart Ladyman.
To l e a r n m o r e a b o u t t h e
redistribution process, visit
redecoupage-redistribution-2022.ca/.

continued from page 1
appeared.
New Denver had 248 homes
occupied by permanent residents, out
of a total of 304 homes in town.
The slowest growing community
was Nakusp, which stagnated and lost
1% of its population (about 16 people)
between the two counts, according to
Stats Can. However, Village Mayor
Tom Zeleznik, like Silverton’s mayor,
doesn’t buy the numbers. “School
District 10 has seen the biggest increase
in enrolment, the highest since 2011,”
he says. “The Village of Nakusp has
seen a building boom in 2021, the
biggest building boom ever seen for the
village as more building permits were
issued and accepted than ever before
for processing.”
Zeleznik says much of the growth
in his area occurred just outside village
boundaries, in Area K. While that
doesn’t officially count as village
growth, the impact is the same, he
says. “The increase in population
outside the village will increase the
use of our facilities, including the
Nakusp and District Sports Complex,

library, museum, hot springs and
marina,” he told the Valley Voice.
“Local not-for-profits will hopefully
see their memberships increase as well.
Overall, the area growth will likely
lead to a stronger economy to support
local businesses and result in more
sustainable usage of our area facilities.”
Edgewood, on the west shore of
Arrow Lakes, also went down in size.
It lost exactly one resident between the
census counts, says the agency, and has
235 residents.
Meanwhile, local municipal leaders
and Village staff are taking stock of the
numbers and what impact it might have
on them. Some civic grants are based
on population, so the number can end
up in a loss to a community of tens or
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Silverton’s Ferguson hopes that
won’t be the case for them.
“We are not convinced there is a
drop... but we’re hoping it doesn’t affect
funding – it wouldn’t make much sense
on the basis of one count” he says “…
especially if the count doesn’t add up.”
However, he says the Village won’t
be appealing the numbers.

Federal electoral boundaries
readjustment process begins

Silverton mayor ‘can’t wrap head
around’ town’s census drop

depending on their size.”
Staff looked at what a 15-metre
and a 30-metre buffer around the
entire lake might look like. Scott
says they found that the impact of a
30-metre buffer from the shore would
not be much of a problem for the large
majority of property owners.
Just 74 parcels, or a little over
4%, were found to be ‘constrained’ –
unable to build without impinging on
the buffer zone. The largest cluster is
in Ainsworth, with 11, and the rest in
other parts of Areas D and E.
Of those 74 constrained lots,
50 are already built on. Seventeen
parcels – less than 1% – are the most
problematic. With under 1,000 square
feet in area, they would be unable to
develop without damaging the SPEA.
But since up to 95% of all
properties could likely avoid ‘most’
disturbance, the planners found, they
said the plan should call for a 30-metre
setback, the larger of the buffer zones.
“We will draft the Development
Permit Area… around the whole of
Kootenay Lake,” said Scott “The
reason being is that development
around a DPA is not prohibited –
in some cases, it’s expected – the
majority of parcels are likely able to
mitigate disturbance within these areas
altogether,” Scott said. “A 30-metrewide permit area also provides more
opportunities to preserve the SPEA
which is frequently larger than the
existing 15-metre buffer.
“The goal of this ultimately is
to have less loss of fish and wildlife
habitat as parcels along the shoreline
continue to develop.”
Going for the smaller 15-metre
buffer would not likely do enough
to protect the environment, the study
found.
“[H]aving a 15-metre EDPA or no

EDPA in place at all has continually
led to a permanent loss of important
riparian ecosystems over time as well
as the normalization of building within
the designated floodplain,” the report
cautions. “This results in the permanent
loss of natural fish and wildlife habitat
as well as greater susceptibility to the
impacts of climate change by reducing
the natural environment’s ability
to mitigate flooding and sequester
carbon…”

Flexibility to be built in

But that doesn’t mean a small
property owner can’t build, even if it
infringes on the protected buffer.
“For small, constrained properties
that are pre-existing, flexibility within
the EDPA guidelines can help to
ensure that properties unable to avoid
disturbance… still have development
opportunities,” the report says. It says
development might be allowed under
certain criteria, such as if the property
subdivision predates the new DPA,
was done legally, the area’s contour
problem gives no other building
solution, or the area has already been
disturbed by humans.
“Having flexibility within the
guidelines and exemptions for
constrained parcels is going to be a
necessity,” it adds. The DPA process
will ensure that development of all
parcels ‘at some scale’ is possible.
“While we want to minimize
permanent losses of fish and wildlife
habitat, in some cases it will be
unavoidable and we need to recognize
that.”
The new guidelines will also
ensure that new subdivisions don’t
create new constrained lots around
the lake.

Directors were concerned

While endorsing the plan, directors
cautioned staff that over-regulating
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the area can also create problems with
compliance.
“You push people back to 30
metres, everyone goes away, and in
subsequent years they’ll start knocking
down trees to get that wide view. If
you’re at the edge of the lake you don’t
have to kill any more trees,” said Area
A Director Garry Jackman. “…Thirty
metres is not a scientific number.”
“The property owners pay a lot
of taxation for being adjacent [to the
lake],” added Area F Director Tom
Newell during the board discussion on
the issue. “And so, it is trying to find
a balance, having access to that which
they are paying a lot of money for, and
protecting development on our lakes.
I’m just thinking out loud… we may
need to have a workshop to get to the
final details of the full implementation.”
Another director noted that the lake
is now controlled, and that should be
a consideration when setting the rules
for building.
“I know the environment and
foreshore protection is a major impetus,
but the other consideration we have in
our area is that Kootenay lake is not
technically a natural lake anymore. It’s
a reservoir with [the dams] that affect
those flows,” said Area D Director
Aimee Watson, adding the Riparian
Act doesn’t apply to Kootenay Lake.
She said staff also had to look into
water, emergency and other services
when determining suitability of a
development.
Staff are now using the information
to draft the wording for the new EDPA
for the board to review later this year.
They also plan further community
engagement “to build the culture
of shoreline stewardship” among
lakeshore property owners.
The staff report was received as
information.
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OPINION

New national
anthem

This is in response to Tija
Jansons’ suggestion that we need a
new national anthem. You are in the
wrong country. Canada is “The True
North strong and free!” The “land
of the free” is the United States of
America, approximately 150 km (93
miles) south of Argenta.
Feel FREE to move there
whenever you want to.
V Xaronski
North Kootenay Lake

Life is good

I am a ward of the state. I am
content. The state takes care of me
and rewards my obedience. I love
my television – it does not lie, and
Facebook deciphers the truth for
me – thank you, Facebook. I am
so glad I do not have to think for
myself anymore – thinking is hard.
Tomorrow, I will put on my mask,
passport in hand and go to town.
While I am there, I will please my
superiors by receiving the third dose.
After that, I will go home and watch
the news on my colour TV. How
could life possibly get any better?
“Security is no replacement for
liberty.” (George Orwell)
Bill White
Passmore

Open letter to
Bonnie Henry

I wish to express my
disappointment with your recent
mandates regarding health care
practitioners. On a day when
hospitalizations had just gone down
10% in 24 hours, and when there is a
lot of talk about learning to live with
COVID, you decided to threaten the
livelihood of caring professionals.
You had to know that many in the
alternative health care fields are
unwilling to take the vaccine. Was
it your intent to kick the alternative
health field in the gut?

My chiropractor has announced
that he’s selling his practice and
leaving the country. Thanks so
much for that. He’s a really good
chiropractor. Now I have to find
someone else. I know of several other
alternative health care practitioners
thinking of doing the same, and that’s
just in my circle of acquaintances.
I’ve heard that many practitioners
will be going private. No BC Med.
That means only the privileged, who
can afford to pay the full cost, will
be able to get treatments. Way to go,
party of the people!
How is this going to help our
health, especially when so many
people in the hospital are now double
or triple vaxxed? I would much
rather be treated by an unvaccinated
person than someone who is COVID
positive, which has been allowed in
the hospitals recently.
Tia Leschke
Winlaw

Just Transition

If ever there was a time for a Just
Transition, it’s now.
What began as a protest against
the handling of the pandemic was
quickly co-opted by the alt right.
In Canada, you’d think our
choice is between right-wing white
supremacy and the neoliberal
system that helped to spawn it.
Neoliberalism: rife with greenwash,
money going to the billionaire class
at the expense of everyone and
everything else, and the downward
spiral of our society. Historically,
under these circumstances, fascism
almost always rears its ugly head.
Isn’t it time to try the Just
Transition and the Green New
Deal that so many of us want? How
about increased democracy with a
proportional representation voting
system? And a green economy
requiring us to work less and build
green, resilient communities?
Even before the pandemic, our
hospitals were stretched, people
couldn’t find family doctors, and
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long-term care facilities were being
privatized. And housing became out
of reach for many, while the wealth
continued to be vacuumed into the
hands of the wealthy.
We’ve been promised climate
action but subsidies still flow to the
fossil fuel industry, and old growth
is still being logged.
If our politicians would keep
their promises, people would be
less inclined to hate. Misogyny,
racism and prejudices of all kinds
thrive when people’s basic needs
aren’t met. And you can bet this
is encouraged by the ruling class.
Blame them, not us!
Why is it so hard to let go of the
system that is destroying our planet,
and adopt one that restores our land
and communities?
We need to snap out of the
insanity that is killing us.
Do you want to find out what
comes after Code Red for the
environment or a fascist takeover? I
don’t. It’s time to turn things around.
Diana van Eyk
Winlaw

‘On pause’
doesn’t mean
cancelled

Recently our government
announced that it is developing a
strategy to protect watersheds and
drinking water in response to threats
posed by climate change. They are
going to focus on the availability
of safe drinking water, healthy
ecosystems and ensuring a sufficient
supply of water to support food
security. The removal of vegetation
and trees from watersheds that are
allowed to be developed by industry,
such as forestry, can contribute
to flooding and harm to sources
of drinking water and aquatic
ecosystems. As the climate crisis
continues, watersheds will play an
increasingly important role in our
lives. Healthy watersheds are the
foundation of healthy communities.
Locally, we have the Grow Arrow
Lakes initiative, which has been
formed to help revitalize our region’s
agriculture sector and to help drive
economic development in our area.
As everyone knows, this will require
a safe and continued source of water.
NACFOR has stated that the Wildfire
Risk Reduction on Box Mountain
Watershed is on pause because of
funding issues. I have asked them
to remove the plans to log this area
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and remove the ribbons. They have
refused. If our local and provincial
governments are concerned about
our future, why is Box Mountain still
on the table? There are two choices
that can be made. I am asking once
again that this project be cancelled.
Will our local community forest
and Interfor listen to members of
this community or are you going to
continue on your path of erosion of
any public trust and wedge an ever
increasing divide in this town that
will not be silenced nor forgotten?
I want to thank all who support
our cause in realizing the importance
of protecting Box Mountain. Please
send your requests to cancel this
project to: flnr.minister@gov.bc.ca,
cjohnson@rdck.bc.ca, fswan@
truenorthforestry.com, board@
nakuspcommunityforest.com,
tzeleznik@nakusp.com
Cindy Schroff
Crescent Bay

Star witness

Crown counsel is looking for
a star witness in the upcoming
certification hearing of the class
action suit against Dr. Bonnie Henry,
set for the week of June 20, 2022.
Richard C. could be the people’s
choice!
Obviously he is fighting for
the right cause, yeah, even if it’s
medical tyranny. He is supporting
health authorities that trample on
our Canadian Constitution and
push for the vaccination of all our
kids, even if it’s harmful, criminal,
and unnecessary. And he dislikes
skepticism towards officials and
excels in public shaming.
Consequently, he is really a star
witness.
S i m i l a r l y, t h e L i b e r a l
government’s narrative of the Ottawa
Freedom Convoy is highly revealing
because it twists the facts and the
reality of what is happening in the
streets. The truckers are all violent,
no; they are armed with assault
rifles, no; they plan to kill the police
and bring the government down by
force, no. Plus, they are wearing
armour coats, and snipers are posted
everywhere on the trucks – not true.
Of course we know the recurring
historical scheme: the truckers hide
weapons of mass destruction, and as
proof the police identify bouncing
castles, hot tubs, barbecues and
fireworks. Moreover, suspicious DJs
surface, making people happy while
dancing. How can they dare? The
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truckers (an angry mob) even play
street hockey, what a shame. That’s
an affront to the PM in this time of
his war.
Trudeau says it’s a highly
coordinated, targeted, and partly
foreign-funded criminal attack on
Canadian interests (he means Liberal
interests). Yes, he is talking of a
peaceful protest!
As a consequence, Trudeau
employs financial warfare on
Freedom Convoy protesters, thus
diverting from his own leadership
failure. He has proven to be incapable
of negotiating with our peaceful
Canadian truckers. He invokes the
Emergencies Act for a disagreement
on public policies under the guidance
of his Deputy Minister Freeland. Is
Canada still a free land, Minister
Freeland? The truckers pose no threat
to the security of Canada, and there
has been no serious violence on their
part, consequently the conditions for
the Emergencies Act are not met!
The violence and bullying are on the
government’s side.
The plandemic is over. They
didn’t win the war on the virus, but
they are trying to win the war on
peaceful protesters.
If we are complicit, they will
win, but if we all stand up for peace,
truth, love, for our democracy, they
will lose.
Wulf Mense
Winlaw

Cognitive
dissonance

Scenario #1: You open your
curtains and see in front of your
house a group of people with
weapons, looking to do you harm.
Logic and common sense dictates
that to protect yourself, you would
close your curtains, lock your doors
and windows and call the authority
having jurisdiction, i.e. the police, to
come and keep you safe.
Scenario #2: You open your
curtains and see in front of your
house a group of people with a
communicable, infectious disease,
looking to do you harm. Logic
and common sense dictates that to
protect yourself, you should closely
follow medical advice and wear a
protective mask, stay away from
those infected, keep yourself clean
and if possible receive a vaccine that
is designed to ameliorate symptoms
if infected and initially protect you
from catching that communicable
infectious disease.
Seems very simple, but there is
a great divide between those who
believe in the scientific method and
those who believe something else.
Unfortunately, the discourse between
these two camps has become divisive
and rancorous and communication
(talking and listening) has broken
down to name calling, protests
have become screaming fits, minor
politicians have stormed out of
council chambers dashing off in
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
all directions (thank you Stephen
Leacock) and what used to be
dialogue is now who can get the
most air, Facebook, Twitter, and
press time. What has happened to
the historical art of debate?
I have to think that cognitive
dissonance is at play. A good definition
of cognitive dissonance comes
from Leon Festinger in his book,
A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance:
“…deals precisely with feelings of
discomfort that people experience
when presented with information
that is inconsistent with their beliefs.
Multiple studies show that to relieve
cognitive dissonance in many
cases, instead of acknowledging an
error in judgement, people tend to
reformulate their views in a new way
that justifies their old opinions.” In
other words, I am right and you are
wrong, and you will never convince
me otherwise.
So, where do we go from firmly
entrenched positions? Where is the
compromise? Basically, it is none
of anyone’s business what I do or
say unless it impinges on their rights
and freedoms, or their health and
safety. Then, as a free citizen, I have
to compromise. I will not impose
my beliefs on anyone else and don’t
expect any imposition from anyone.
I will follow the rule of law, and
science, and I hope everyone else
would do the same. Perhaps then,
tempers will chill and reasonable
dialogue can once again take place.
PS: I have at times been defined
as being naïve.
Jim Van Horn
Kaslo

Open letter to
MLA Katrine
Conroy

My name is Gwen Ziprick. I
manage four funeral homes (Trail,
Castlegar, Nelson and Nakusp) and I
reside in the RDKB, one street outside
of Rossland.
I work with BC Coroners office
and am also a member of the Kootenay
Critical Incident Stress Management
Team.
I care deeply about our communities
and have gut wrenching worry for what
I am witnessing around me.
In the last 2 of 3 days there were
overdose incidents literally on the
doorstep of our Trail funeral home
so the drug crisis situation is getting
increasingly difficult to ignore.
I see every death (and medical
or coroner certificate of death) in a
huge geographical area. I am aware
of how many people have died from
COVID-19. I am aware of how
many deaths by suicide and deaths
by overdose we have had. When you
look at comorbidities and age factors
there is no denying what the most
pressing health issues are for us. It is
not COVID-19.
Mandating vaccines, masks,
segregation, isolation and closures of
select businesses have been a gross

overreach by our government. I can
agree that vaccines have value but
education and support need to be
the tools for delivering information.
Force and fearmongering need to stop.
Our communities see how closures
and mandates have crippled small
businesses while the Walmarts stayed
open. We see that yoga studios, gyms,
AA meetings and NA meetings have
all been cancelled while liquor and
cannabis stores remained open. We
saw the BC government discontinue
the administration of vitamin D in
long-term care facilities in 2019. Our
own Bob Keating (Nelson) penned
an accurate account of the isolation of
our seniors. The approach of vaccine,
intubation, death is so wrong. Why does
our government support the departure
from holistic health care?
I lose sleep contemplating my
clients who have complicated grief due
to their guilt, anger and frustration over
being segregated from dying family
members, from being disallowed to
hold funerals, from being unable to
attend grief support meetings.
I see the hollow look of people
around me. The look of people who
are hopeless.
We need hope. We need leadership.
Jagmeet Singh supporting our prime
minister’s divisive, hateful rhetoric was
such a horrible thing. Does he really
believe what he has said (tweeted)?
How disheartening to realize that our
leadership is so weak.
We need to drop all of these
mandates. We need to educate people
about healthcare. Address the comorbidity issues, which are the concern.
Entertain different viewpoints, try a
new approach. Focus on supporting
mental health, supporting the lonely,
the isolated.
We need someone to remind us that
we all have love for one another.
Thank you for taking time to
consider my perspective.
Gwen Ziprick

When the
government
turns against its
own people

Today, February 18, is a bleak
and sobering Black Friday for many
Canadians as we witness the Liberal
government invoke the full brunt of
police powers against the peaceful
Truckers Freedom Convoy in Ottawa.
As urged by the interim leader of the
Conservative party on several occasions
this past week, the government could
have chosen a middle road to meet
with convoy representatives to discuss
a peaceful way forward. Instead, and
without just cause, the Liberals cancelled
today’s scheduled parliamentary debate
and the critical all-party vote that would
have decided whether or not to invoke
the Emergencies Act. Due Parliamentary
process was cancelled as the government
steamrollered ahead to implement
the full force of the Act – all of it an
illegal, unconstitutional and a gross
violation of Canadians’ Charter rights.

The government has turned the full
force of police powers against its own
people – Canadian citizens exercising
their Constitutional right to participate
in peaceful protest against government
overreach.
Now we begin to see the hidden hand
of Klaus Schwab’s World Economic
Forum (WEF) at play as it exerts its
control over sovereign countries via
trained puppets like Justin Trudeau. As
stated very clearly by Schwab a few
years ago, and highlighted in today’s
Financial Post article, ‘In Canada,
follow the money + the ideas’ https://
financialpost.com/opinion/terencecorcoran-in-canada-follow-the-moneythe-ideas, we learn of the Liberal
cabinet’s ideological capture by this
nefarious entity.
Stated by Klaus Schwab on video
a few years ago, “I have to say, when
I mention names, like Mrs. (Angela)
Merkel and even Vladimir Putin, and
so on, they all have been Young Global
Leaders of the World Economic Forum.
But what we are very proud of now is
the young generation like Prime Minister
(Justin) Trudeau … We penetrate the
cabinet. So yesterday I was at a reception
for Prime Minister Trudeau and I know
that half of his cabinet, or even more than
half of his cabinet, are actually Young

New Denver’s
off-leash area

I was sorry to learn in the last Valley
Voice that the New Denver Council has
doubled down on its puzzling claim that
Bylaw 598 designates off-leash dog use
on the south side of Carpenter Creek,
only on the lower end of the dike, rather
than from the highway to the beach.
Lest there be further confusion about
the meaning of the Bylaw, I’ve attached
a photo of the Village sign that shows
a dog and says “leash free zone.” The
sign is approximately 24 metres from
the base of the steps from the highway.
It is clearly visible, even from a vehicle
on the highway, yet Council continues
to act as if the bylaw language supports
them.
This same approach of “things
mean what we say they mean” has
plagued this Council’s Centennial Park
planning from the beginning, when
they decided for the first time ever,
with no public consultation, that the
greenspace along the creek is part of
Centennial Park and ripe for paving and
construction.
A paved All Wheels track (“pump
track”) was first proposed by the
North Valley Trails Society to be
located in Centennial Park. Council
rejects that location and plans instead
something to splash water on kids, next
to a magnificent natural lake. Other
potential locations for the pump track
have simply been ignored: the school
grounds, the north side of the dike
(where it would not conflict with the
dog users, would have less flood threat,
and would not require a new toilet),
and a piece of village land near the old
dump site.
I do not have a dog. I believe it is
incorrect to call the dike a “dog park,”
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Global Leaders.”
If we are lucky, Canadians will now
begin to wake up and realize that what is
happening in Canada today is a takeover
by powerful globalist forces led by the
WEF and its globalist partners.
Edda West
Winlaw

Open letter to
Kaslo council

As a Kaslo citizen for 30 years, I
speak my truth to you with respect for
what you heard from the “Beyond the
Divide” delegation, presenting their
petition at January 22 Village council
meeting.
I suggest that were I not involved
voluntarily in community groups
making a difference to the quality of
life for all Kaslo residents, I could
easily find as many other residents
of our fair village who share my
perspective, which gratefully upholds
what Bonnie Henry and Adrian Dix
have wisely and carefully promoted
to protect all citizens of BC.
I’ve searched my heart to recognize
how I’ve excluded, discriminated
against, or contributed to that which
the delegation claims so many are
suffering in our village. I’ve spread
no hate, nor knowingly cut people
because not everyone who uses the area
has a dog. I live close to the dike, and I
estimate that easily less than one-quarter
of the people whom I see walking there
have a dog.
New Denver’s rare and unique
attraction to visitors is the natural
setting. The greenspace along the creek
offers particularly spectacular views of
both the glacier and Idaho Peak, with
the sound of the creek, wildflowers,
and the feeling of open space. The trail
from the highway to the beach is used
by many people. Kids can and do ride
their bikes there.
The proposed “pump track”, chiefly
for mountain bikes and skateboards,
would pave over a large part of the open
area. It would dramatically degrade the
natural values of the trail, including
the beauty and the freedom of the
open field, and displace current users.
Over the years the Village has invested
considerable funds in the care of this
open area, with the Village crew putting
many years of work into it.
All this being said, Council has
vastly underestimated the value of the
dike for off-leash dog use, as an asset to
our community. There are people who
come from at least as far away as Red
Mountain Rd to run their dogs in the
open space. In cities, off-leash areas are
places where people socialize while their
dogs get exercise. Over the last couple
of years, more and more dogs have been
brought to the dike, and socializing
between people is happening.
The proposals of Council for
the dike show little on-the-ground
knowledge or care for the area, other
than to turn it into an amusement park.
Concentrating and confining the dogs
and their owners within a small fenced
in area, on complex terrain, will not
provide what the dike currently provides.

or businesses out of my usual village
life in this community. I feel sadness
that this group thinks that those of
us willing to abide by the mandates
for the common good are not caring
about those making a different choice.
I do believe that there will obviously
be consequences to the choices we
make, which undoubtedly have added
stress for some among us, which I
don’t personally feel because of the
choices I and most others also have
made. Since I have no reason to
distrust the science which has served
me and my family to keep us as well
as possible my whole life, I also
chose to recognize that by trusting the
medical professionals working with
our provincial government to guide
us through a pandemic for which no
one had a roadmap, meant choosing
vaccination to protect not just myself
but the whole community. I see this
issue as one about choices… not one
of restricting civil liberties.
The delegation spoke about
“freedom,” but choices made not
to cooperate with the vaccination
mandate can affect a whole lot of
people beyond themselves. Most of the
seriously infected with the COVID-19
virus requiring hospitalization and/
continued on page 6

Shuffling more dog use onto the beach
will disrupt the use of it by swimmers
and beach combers. One Councilor has
suggested that they could cut down trees
to make more room for the dogs, i.e. do
even more damage to the natural values.
Unfortunately, the failure of Council
to listen to the dog owners has driven
some of them to make a “deal” with
the North Valley Trail Society, to split
the greenspace between themselves.
That short-circuits the input of non-dog
owners who live near or who use the
area, and would still do great damage
to the greenspace. Nevertheless, Council
rejected this idea.
People bring their dogs here from
outlying areas because New Denver
has something special that surrounding
areas do not have. We shouldn’t have
to ruin something valuable to have a
pump track. It’s been phenomenal to
see the Council trying to convince dog
owners that the Village never designated
the upper dike for off-leash use, when
the Village’s own sign is visible from
the highway, in plain English with no
commas.
Anne Sherrod
New Denver
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or intensive care are those unable or
unwilling to recognize the protection
vaccination offers. That choice
jeopardizes others waiting in pain or
danger of worsening conditions for
needed medical attention, and seems
unfair, when it’s proven that the
pandemic is in a far improved place this
January than last, since more people
have been vaccinated?
I also believe there are many
ways unity can be strengthened in
our village, besides continuing to
call attention to the minority among
us who feel left out. There are so
many community-encouraging and
enlivening ways to engage with life
in Kaslo… the important community
building work continues through the
pandemic, even by Zoom meetings!
I hardly experience our village
being torn apart by accepting and living
by the mandate we all have been asked
to abide by, just until the infection
rate has flattened, which recent signs
fortunately indicate is approaching,
and hope you don’t either.
Karen Pidcock
Kaslo

Concerned for
our future

Last February, I sent a letter to the
editor about the road carnage of winter
resident birds and the need to slow down.
Flocks of siskins and crossbills – losing
20 to 50 per day to speeding vehicles. I
mentioned that these losses, if combined
with other high mortality events caused
by weather, could see the birds disappear.
I am not sure what has happened, but
there are no siskins or crossbills in our
forest in the upper Slocan drainage this
winter, none. There are also no hemlock
or Douglas fir cones in the trees this
winter and last year was a big hemlock
cone year. Like most trees, including
fruit, they have big fruiting years and off
years, so maybe the siskins and crossbills
went somewhere else this winter. At
least I am hoping for that. There was an
abnormal weather event in late June last
year during the hatching and fledging
season for many birds and insects they
feed on. During the heat dome event, the
Douglas fir shed their old needles in June
instead of waiting until fall, probably to
save water. The likelihood that the trees
also purged the next season’s fruiting
buds is there, which means fewer cones
next year also. So how far would the
siskins have to go to get into forests not
impacted by the heat dome that went
down into Oregon?
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Besides being concerned for just
the birds, I am concerned for our future.
I hope readers are able to understand
the connections here to our lives and
how, metaphorically, we carry on at
high speed, fairly oblivious to the direct
impacts we have on all ecosystems. I am
dubious about a silver bullet solution to
climate change. We need to accept that
slowing down is actually an imperative
for survival.
Whatever ‘slowing down’ could
mean for you, I don’t really see how
it includes ever-increasing material
prosperity, more travel, and non-essential
consumption. If I were running for a
seat in parliament, would you vote for
me? “You need to tighten your belt” and
“Expect less comfort in your future.” My
guess is you would never vote for me.
Exactly why we need not wait for any
politician to initiate a Just Transition or
government-led action on addressing
global warming.
For the birds, I hope they found
refugia this winter. For us, I hope we
each personally take climate events as a
challenge to slow down, be productive
with less consumption and find time to
love and appreciate more. It is not the
destination that makes up our lives; it is
the journey.
We need to share our stories of the
changes we are making in our lives that
effectively reduce our future impacts
on the earth/climate. I have gone from
buying and burning through 1,737 litres
of vehicle fuel in 2019 to 1,078 litres
in 2021.
Kip Drobish
Hills

Opposed to
development on
dike

I live close to the dike on the south
side of Carpenter Creek, and I am very
opposed to any construction and paving
on the grassy area along the creek.
The plans to pave a large part of it for
mountain bikes and skateboards, with
construction of parking lot, restroom,
and a foot bridge across the creek, seem
disconnected from projected increased
risk of flooding of the creek.
Already high water in the creek in
2020 damaged the dike, the highway
bridge, and the creek bed. So far as I
know, the Village has done well at getting
funding, dike repair, and hydrology
or engineering experts. However, the
Village received a report by Doug Nicol,
apparently dated December 2020, and
while I and another homeowner have
requested it, the Village withheld that
particular document. We have recently
ascertained from the Province that the
report is the property of the Village, and
I think it should be publicly available.
While climate change is increasing
flood risk, pending logging and a
potential ski resort would also increase
the water runoff during a storm or spring
snow melt. It is outrageous but true that
the Province has authority to approve the
logging and resort, but it has downloaded
responsibility for flood protection of our
homes on the Village.

One of my neighbours asked the dike
authorities what provincial hydrology
expert reviews the developments under
the Province’s authority for danger to
downstream communities. The answer
was that there are none. It’s left to the
Village to be aware of the risks upstream.
That’s dismal, but at least the Village can
review and control its own development
in lieu of hydrology and flood risk.
The provincial Dike Management
Act does contain provisions that indicate
that construction on, through or near
flood protection dikes should be avoided.
“No permanent structures other than
those associated with flood protection
shall be placed on dike fills.”
How these provisions of the Act
relate to Village plans to pave the open
space along the dike and construct a
gazebo, restroom and parking lot should
be ascertained and made public. What
hydrologist has reviewed these plans?
News reports following the floods on
the coast have stated that green space
near dikes should be kept natural to
absorb water. Has the pavement for the
proposed pump track been reviewed by
a hydrology expert, to determine whether
it is a significant factor in reducing the
ability of the area to absorb water?
Last, I wonder whether putting many
hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth
of development on the south side of the
creek even makes good financial sense.
Amazingly, council is even planning a
foot bridge across the creek, when the
major bridge across the highway has
already suffered damage in 2020 and is
vulnerable to being wiped out. Do the
funding agencies know this? Even if
CBT funds these projects, the taxpayers
will certainly have to foot the bill for
repairs.
Craig Pettitt
New Denver

Fear and
sensibility

Here’s a hypothetical scenario for ya.
Suddenly there appears a very
rapidly growing lesion in my navel. Oh
no! What to do. I think to myself that I
probably have some options and begin
to wrack my brain for what they might
be. I start fantasizing about what might
be going on. How deeply is this lesion
growing into my abdomen, if at all? Is
this surface lesion just the knuckle of a
deeply rooted ‘alien’ that’s gonna burst
forth and devour everything in its path?
Wow!
Well, for me (not necessarily for
some of you, I know), I’d get the hell to
the doctor. After a visit to the first doc,
I might decide to get a second opinion.
Then, just for the hell of it, and because
this lesion seems to be really serious, I
decide to go all out and get 100 second
opinions, this time from specialists.
As it turns out in my scenario, 99
of the 100 doc/specialists all say the
same thing, “My man, you’ve gotta do
something now, not tomorrow, and we all
recommend the same fix.” Oh my! What
to do? Well, for me, there would be no
waffling. I hear that for some of you there
would be waffling, and further, that there
would be a disregard and dismissal of the
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evidence and recommended treatment.
I have been accused of “living in
fear” because I choose to wear a mask
and am fully vaccinated. I would say
that I’ve chosen to be cautious. I don’t
like being sick. From the personal stories
I’ve read of ‘long haulers,’ I know I
don’t want to experience COVID-19.
I don’t want there to be a possibility
that I live out the rest of my time
compromised or damaged. That may
happen in any number of other ways I
have no control over, including aging,
if nothing else. From my perspective, it
would appear that those who are fearful
of being vaccinated are the ones who are
projecting their fear onto those of us who
have been vaccinated.
“Where is he taking us?” you may
ask. Well, meet the infamous Dr. Malone,
referred to and refuted by Richard
Caniell in his full-page message in the
February 10 Valley Voice. Meet, also,
Drs. McCullough and Bhakdi, referred
to by Art Joyce in his letter to the editor
in the same issue. These and a very
small cluster of docs worldwide are the
‘one doctor of the 99’ I mentioned in
my above hypothetical scenario. Why
would I choose to believe, of all the
science available, the one doc who is an
outlier? Malone has been caught making
numerous unsubstantiated statements. I’d
call them lies designed to further one’s
own stature in the world. Since most of us
here know his name, albeit from different
perspectives, he seems to have succeeded
in his goal of attaining notoriety, not
unlike how Trump succeeded in doing so
with his lies. To glimpse Malone’s dark
and disturbing bio, check out Robert W.
Malone via Wikipedia.
Meanwhile, in case you are
wondering, all is well with my normal
navel.
Randy Cofer
near Silverton

Dear Justin

Justin oh Justin what did you do?
There are so many people waiting
to talk to you.
Thousands of truckers from far they
have come,
while you lurk in your lurkim
sucking your thumb.
Why don’t you come out and face
the music out here?
Instead of hiding somewhere and
cowering in fear.
But I understand your fear, yes, I do,
and I’d like to say I’d empathize
with you.
But I can’t do that because it just
isn’t true.
I’m low on compassion for your
cowardly ways,
I pray for the end of these crazy
Trudeau days.
hill,

I’ve seen the footage from parliament

thousands of people all ready to kill.
Every mother and every child is
packing a gun and concealing a knife.
It’s no wonder you’re so afraid for
your life.
They’re all after your blood and you
know that it’s true,
everyone is a racist and a misogynist

too.

And probably a white supremist, but
then so are you.
But don’t you worry now cause I’ve
got a plan,
to get you safely out of here, but
you’d have to live on the lam.
We’ll shave your head and paint
your face black,
then put you in a skirt and sneak you
out the back.
We’ll put you on a plane and send
you someplace nice,
away from this cold and away from
the ice.
Maybe Costa Rica, maybe some
place new,
somewhere they don’t know you or
the things that you do.
We’ll give you a nice pension to live
out your day,
but you must promise forever to
stay away.
The other option, the one I would
prefer,
is to see you and your cronies all
be interned.
For the pain and the suffering, you
have incurred.
If I had my druthers, you and Bonnie
and all of the others,
that grew fat on our purse and on this
land are a curse.
You’d all languish in a prison cell
awaiting judicial verdict to send
you to hell.
You were so quick handing out
mandates, where you not?
Banning public gatherings, now look
what you got.
Thousands of people with
unacceptable views,
clogging the streets and making
the news.
Their numbers are growing
and they’re growing real fast,
every day more and more people in the
streets without masks.
There are millions of people now out
on the FRINGE
Refusing your mandates and
refusing the syringe
What of your mandates Justin? To
serve all of the people,
not just your masters up there high
in the steeple.
The citizens that for you did cast
their vote,
the ones that you now want to throw
in the moat.
Do us all a favour now and get out
of this land,
you are just a puppet on some
corporate hand.
Your reign is almost over, it was
only a farce,
no longer will you use our charter of
rights for wiping your arse.
But in all fairness, we the people
must take some of the blame,
We did after all put or X by your
name.
Roland Werner
Slocan
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RDCK sustainability committee approves projects for 2022
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative
The Community Sustainable
Living Advisory Committee
(CSLAC) opened its first meeting
of the year on February 15 by
choosing a chairperson. Silverton
director Leah Main was re-elected
by acclamation. She has been chair
for at least four years.

Slocan Lake and River
Partnership

A project to build a group to
protect the Slocan watershed is
going to get a coordinator this
year – whether RDCK staff want
one or not.
Area H Director Walter Popoff
pushed through a motion at the
committee to see $5,000 spent to
hire a coordinator to kick-start the
Slocan Lake and River Partnership
in 2022.
The Partnership would follow up
on work done earlier this decade to
map and survey the foreshore of the
Slocan Lake and River, and begin to
organize stakeholders into a formal
organization. That initiative faded
over the years as attention shifted
to the Kootenay Lake Partnership.
But Popoff said the Slocan
Partnership should move forward
this year.
“Every year, Area H has been a
contributor to CSLAC, an average
contribution is $20,000,” he said.
“Yet Area H has never had a project
happening specifically. So this is

a project that has been long in the
sidelines, waiting to happen.
“This is just to organize the
participants who are going to
participate. The actual work would
be done in 2023.”
But staff recommended against
it. Saying it was very early in the
process, the money would be better
spent hiring a coordinator next year,
after some preliminary feelers had
been extended by RDCK staff.
General Manager of
Development and Community
Sustainability Services Sangita
Sudan said they needed time to
identify stakeholders, draft terms
of reference and proceed with
intent to secure funding for external
coordination and project work.
Finally, the manager said their work
plans are full for 2022 and the project
would be best done next year.
“This year we are initiating the
OCP process, and Paris and I have
been asked to participate in Living
Lakes Canada in the Slocan Valley,”
Sudan said. “Our intention is to start
building a list of stakeholders, to get
those folks’ perspective on what we
are trying to do, with the intention of
bringing back this project for your
consideration in 2023.
“At this time the coordinator
would just get in the way.”
But Popoff insisted the person
could begin work this year, and the
community wanted to see action on
this long-dormant issue.

“I’ve been pursuing this issue
now for a number of years, and
we’re finally getting traction on
this… so it’s a long time in coming
after belonging to the CSLAC and
contributing in taxation to it…” said
Popoff. “The co-ordinator could be
working in concert with staff. The
intent is not to have staff involved in
this… maybe give some direction.”
In the end, the committee
approved spending the $5,000.
Staff said they would likely not hire
until the second half of the new year.

Watershed planning gets
boost

The committee approved
spending up to $25,000 for work on
the Watershed Governance Initiative.
The WGI project supports
“whole watershed/ecosystem-based
planning approach” that includes
consideration of the land (trees and
soil), water (surface and ground)
and the humans and animal uses of
the land.
“This data collated will provide
communities with information
to more accurately understand
the impacts of climate change,
industry, recreational, natural
hazards, development and also
the compounded and unknown,” a
report to the committee explained.
“Furthermore, this will enable
communities to prepare for the
anticipated events related to climate
change: wildfire, drought, flooding,
debris flows.”

The money will continue
work started last year, and will see
staff building relationships with
stakeholders, investigating methods
of evaluating watersheds, holding
community forums and continuing
work an intern did on watershed
story mapping and relationship
building. The money would be used
to hire the student intern, and to hold
five or six community forums.

Kootenay Lake
geothermal

Proponents of geo-thermal
energy say there’s a lot of heat in the
earth around Kootenay Lake – and
members of the CSLAC gave them
a thumbs-up to continue to develop
their project.
The South Kootenay Lake
Community Services Society is
promoting the project, and came
to report on phase one of their
study. Several groups, including the
CSLAC committee, supported the
researchers, who did a paper search
of the geology of the area, diving
into satellite imagery and historic
recordings.
They say the results were
encouraging.
“Kootenay Lake has been
endowed with anomalous geothermal
heat flow,” the society’s Gord
McMahon told the directors, noting
this is why we have hot springs in the
Kootenays. “Geological conditions
around Kootenay Lake indicate open
fracture networks in the subsurface
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creating conditions favorable for
geothermal fluid flow.”
McMahon says the group wants
to continue their work, and phase
two this summer would include
field research using Selkirk College
drones and students doing field
measurements.
“It would be over a focused area
of two and a half to five kilometres.
They are conducted effectively and
safely… and there would be a range
of geo-physical measurements we’d
hope to assess over a six- to eightweek period.
In phase three, depending on
results, the group would drill at least
two wells in the most promising
locations to tap the heat deep in the
earth.
“Success in these endeavours
could lead to a pilot direct heat project
such as a commercial greenhouse,
diversifying and bolstering the local
economy,” McMahon said.
The society is looking for $10,000
from the regional government, about
1/8 of its budget for the year. It will
look to other sources for the rest of
the funding.
The RDCK is supporting the
project because of its promise to
increase economic opportunities,
community resiliency and provide
greenhouse-gas-free energy. As
the project moves forward, staff
say private funding would be
more appropriate for developing
commercial uses for the energy.
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Flood and slide hazard low to moderate after Trozzo Creek forest fire, but diligence urged
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
A report looking into
hazards created by last
summer’s Trozzo Creek fire
says the danger to Slocan
Valley residents in the area is
low – but people travelling
into the backcountry or living
adjacent to streams should
keep a watchful eye in years
to come.
“In the Trozzo Fire, debris
flow and flood hazards exist
both due to short-duration,
high-intensity, rainfall events
and snowmelt-caused events,”
says a report released recently
by consultants for the Ministry
of Forests, Lands, and Natural
Resource Operations.
However, the risk is
relatively low overall.
The Trozzo wildfire started
on July 9, 2021 and burned
5,992 hectares within the
Lemon Creek, Trozzo Creek,
Winlaw Creek and Grohman
Creek drainages, about eight

kilometres from Winlaw.
The fire forced hundreds of
people out of their homes for
several days as flames spread
quickly in the record summer
heatwave.
While no homes or
structures were destroyed,
a risk assessment was done
this fall because of how the
fire burned upstream and
uphill from residential areas
– increasing the danger posed
by flooding or debris events.
Forest fires can affect how
well the soil absorbs water,
while the loss of vegetation can
undermine or weaken steeper
slopes. That can make mud and
debris slides more likely.
Heavily burned areas can
create problems for water
quality as well, and the report
recommends the creation of a
regular water testing program
for the area.
“Water quality could be
affected by modified run-off
conditions including changes

New arrivals – Slogger
garden boots, ankle boots
& shoes. Great colours
to choose from. Look out
Mud, here we come.

Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Straw Bales
$13.00

Spring is just around the corner,
the wheelbarrows have arrived.

2 1/2” & 4”
Flowering Plants
& Tropicals –
African violets,
cyclamen,
kalanchoe,
rosemary & more
• multiplant
bowls & planters

Seedling starter
trays, domes,
inserts, soils, seeds

Drywall in
stock

Electrical Supplies!!!

Pelican Trek 60 snow sled, ideal for snowmobiles &
carrying large loads $119.99
Pelican Trek 75 snow sleds $259.00 ea
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday

t o t u r b i d i t y, b i o l o g i c a l
contamination, flows (quantity
and timing), and metal
concentrations,” it says. “It is
recommended that a suitable
water quality testing program
be established on Lemon Creek,
Trozzo Creek, and Winlaw
Creek to assess and evaluate
water quality.”
The good news is the fire
didn’t burn as hot as feared
in many areas, reducing the
possible problems.
“The overall burn severity
within the Lemon Creek and
Winlaw Creek drainages is
low,” states the report. “It is
unlikely that flooding will
occur over these fans due only
to post wildfire effects.”
However, the authors go
on to say that “it is possible
that landslides will occur in

the [Lemon Creek drainage]
and [Winlaw Creek drainage]
that could result in temporary
blockages of the creeks
resulting in debris floods.”

Trozzo concerns

Of greater risk of problems
is Trozzo Creek, which had
higher overall burn severity
(30% moderate and 10%
high) than Lemon Creek (6%
moderate, 2% high) or Winlaw
Creek (12% moderate, 2%
high). It had more highlyburned tributaries on steep
slopes that could cause
blockages. While that’s a
concern to keep an eye on, the
problems will likely be more
than five kilometres upstream
from the creek’s fan.
“The likelihood of
flooding and/or debris floods
is considered low to moderate,”

the report says, though it
notes culverts along Hwy 6
(especially Winlaw Creek),
forest service roads in the high
country, and some houses in
the fan areas could be affected.
It recommends backcountry
roads, bridges and drainage
infrastructure be regularly
inspected and have an increased
maintenance schedule.
The report also
recommends against harvesting
wood from the burned areas, a
common practice after a forest
fire.
“Salvage harvesting of
burned areas has the potential
to increase the associated
hazards and risks associated
with flooding and landslides,”
it says. “It is recommended
that no salvage harvesting take
place within the drainages

where there is a Moderate
or High likelihood of post
wildfire landslide or flooding
hazards…”
Electronic copies of
the report should be sent to
residents along the affected
creeks.
And during freshet and
heavy rainstorms, “residents
should be diligent with regards
to work/travel adjacent to the
local creeks and be aware of
any sudden changes to creek
flows…” it says. “Residents
should familiarize themselves
with the creeks, their location
relative to the creeks, and where
damages would be sustained if
flooding were to occur.
“If changes are observed,
they should be reported
promptly to Emergency
Management BC,” it says.

they may consider going further
up the valley.”
A spokesperson for Rogers
didn’t give any indication of
plans to expand up the valley.
“We know how important
reliable connectivity is to
British Columbians and we
are committed to bringing
more wireless coverage to

underserved communities and
corridors across the province,”
said Zac Carreiro. The company
spokesman added that a
forthcoming merger with Shaw
Communications has resulted in
a commitment to spending $1
billion to enhance connectivity
in rural and Indigenous
communities.

by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
Travellers planning to use
the Needles ferry on Hwy 6
south of Nakusp may want to
schedule their trip to avoid an
upcoming shutdown.
The operators of the ferry,
which crosses Arrow Lakes
between Fauquier and Needles,
will suspend the service on
Sunday, March 6 from 8 am
to 2 pm for maintenance on its
cable system.
“They are wire-rope
cables that don’t last forever,”
explained Marinus Goossen, the
marine manager for Waterbridge
Ferries. “As we move the ferry
back and forth across the lake

they wear down, get thinned or
damaged.”
After a certain point, the
cable has to be replaced. The
problem this time is one of
two guide cables has worn out.
Mechanics will take the current
drive cable and swap it out with
the guide cable, then put in a
new drive cable.
The last time they had a
cable replacement was last
summer.
“It’s routine maintenance,”
says Goosen, who apologizes
for any inconvenience the sixhour shutdown might cause.
“We strive to maintain the
safety of the vessel and all our
passengers.”

New Crescent Valley cell tower a possible sign of expansion up the Slocan
by John Boivin, Local
Journalism Initiative reporter
A feasibility study proposed
by two Regional District of
Central Kootenay directors
has been shelved now that a
national telecom has said it
will be expanding into the Pass
Creek area.
Area H Director Walter
Popoff says the $30,000 he and
Area I Director Andy Davidoff
requested to pay for a feasibility
study on building a cell phone
tower in the south Slocan Valley
is no longer needed.
“Now that we’re aware
that existing cell phone service
providers are interested in
expanding their cell service into
the Slocan Valley, the need was
no longer there,” Popoff said,
referring to a feasibility study
first proposed back in 2020. “If
cell service companies are going
in there without us contributing

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
March 4,
2022

any money towards it, that’s
even better.”
Last month, Rogers
Communication announced
it was prepared to commit
up to $2 million to build two
cell towers in Pass Creek and
Crescent Valley. They’ve begun
the regulatory process to make
that happen.
“You’ll have continuous
coverage up the Pass Creek road
to Crescent Valley,” says Popoff.
“It will be continuous a ways up
the Slocan Valley, but how far
depends on the placement of
the towers.”
Popoff says he’s still
committed to seeing cell service
extended up the whole valley,
especially to support emergency
service providers. Ambulance,
firefighters and police all need
much better communication,
and the public needs to be able
to contact those services.
While it’s a priority, he
admits there’s no indication it
will happen soon.
“Wish I had an answer for
that,” he told the Valley Voice.
“That would depend on the two
towers Rogers is proposing. If
they start generating revenue,

Cable wear prompts ferry
maintenance shutdown
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North Valley Mountain Film Festival runs March 4-13
submitted
The annual North Valley
Mountain Film Festival is back. This
year’s festival will be hosted online
and will be available for viewing
from March 4 through March 13.
“We were hoping to return to an inperson event this year,” said event
coordinator Myles Berney, “but in
the end, we decided this was not
the best way to move forward at
this time. We are hopeful that next
year we can return to a live event,
but for the time being we are happy
to be able to share another exciting
and diverse online festival with our
community.”
Desire Lines follows world
record highliner, Mia Noblet, as she
returns to her hometown of Nelson,
British Columbia, to combine

highlining and backcountry skiing
near her local ski resort, Whitewater.
With the support of her family and
friends, Mia pushes the limits of her
sport in a way that she could never
have imagined had she not come
back home. For Mia, coming home
is a progression, not a regression.
Hobnails and Hemp Rope from
filmmaker Greg Gransden, follows
a group of amateur climbers as
they set out to re-enact one of
the most daring feats in Canadian
mountaineering history – the 1916
ascent of Bugaboo Spire in British
Columbia’s Purcell Range by the
legendary mountain guide Conrad
Kain. The four climbers strive for
historical accuracy by using only
mountaineering equipment from
the early 1900s: wooden ice axes, a

hemp rope, hobnail boots, a canvas
tent and vintage woollen clothing. As
bad weather moves in, they learn the
hard way that their antique gear is no
match for the elements.
The Monarch is the world’s
furthest migrating butterfly. Between
Mexico and Canada, the paper-thin
pilots navigate a record-breaking
distance with a pinpoint precision
that baffles science to this day. How
do they do it? What secrets do they
hold? Last summer, record-breaking
paraglider pilot Benjamin Jordan
risked everything to crack the code.
Fly Monarca follows Benjamin as he
attempts the holy grail of paraglider
expeditions: an unbroken line from
Mexico to Canada and the first ever
sequence of non-motorized flights
across the United States of America.

As an added bonus to this year’s
festival, the organizing committee has
decided to rescreen a small selection
of films from past festivals. These
include a few of our past People’s
Choice Award winners and also a
few of our personal favourites. To
view this year’s full festival lineup,
visit the Lineup page on the website.
This year’s festival goes live
starting at 5 pm on Friday, March 4 on
the festival Vimeo page. Tickets and
more information will be available
through the website’s Online Festival
page starting February 24. This year’s
festival will be held as a fundraiser
for the North Slocan Trails Society
to help with their ongoing work to
maintain and develop local trails.
In addition, part of the proceeds
will go to the Bouldering Wall
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project at Lucerne School in New
Denver. Initiated by the school’s
Parent Advisory Council (PAC),
the objective is to raise funds to
purchase a custom 240-square-foot
bouldering wall to be installed in
the school gym. This initiative will
enrich the recreational opportunities
of children, youth and individuals of
all abilities and will provide a fun
and safe environment that requires
no climbing experience.
The 2022 festival sponsors are
the Columbia Basin Trust, Ambler,
Valhalla Mountain Touring and Ice
Creek Lodge.
For tickets and more information
about this year’s North Valley
Mountain Film Festival, visit
northvalleyfilmfestival.com or email
northvalleyfilmfest@gmail.com.

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!
The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA

Jones Boys Boats

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Masks are mandatory in store.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Kaslo Kayaking & Adventure Centre

Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakuspglass@gmail.com

Nakusp Taxi

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats
www.kasloadventurecentre.com
250-353-1925 Getting you outside for your mental health!

Kaslo Hotel

OPEN! Pub 1PM daily. Happy Hour every afternoon from 3PM – 5PM! Front desk
8AM-11AM & 3PM-8PM Monday – Thursday, 8AM – 9PM Friday – Sunday for
check-in and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714, www.
kaslohotel.com, Facebook.

Kaslo Husky

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

T.H.E. Pharmacy (Kaslo)

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Kaslo Mechanical

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm with COVID-19 safety precautions in place.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca
Mon-Sat, 9 am-5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the front entrance of the shop.
No appointments are necessarily for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and
lounge area is open.
For all inquiries, call us at 250-265-3332, email info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike-Ski-Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 7 pm daily. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually.
Bottle returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Kira, Asst. Manager: Ryan

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Raven’s Nest

We’ve Re-Opened – the reno is done! Come in to see for yourself, or visit
our online shop – RavensNestBC.com. Current Hours: Open Wednesday
to Saturday, 11:00 am – 4:00 pm; Closed Sunday to Tuesday. Recent
Arrivals: Gorgeous new lambswool blankets from Sweden’s Klippan,
and new Sinixt-related products including cool tees, sweatshirts &
hoodies, new laminated maps, and a new book: Sinixt in the Slocan.
Thanks for shopping local – we hope to see you soon! • 250-358-2178
• RavensNestBC@gmail.com • Facebook & Instagram •

Sharie Merrifield’s Bookkeeping Service

Help your business succeed ! ! I will manage your GST, PST, MRDT, WCB, and
Wage Deduction Remittances in a timely manner. 25 years experience. Sharie
Merrifield (250) 358 - 6806 Email: sha01@telus.net (that is a zero, not an ‘O’)

Valley Voice

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

SILVERTON

Silverton Building Supplies

Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing.
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293

Silverton Camp Cafe

Open year round, 7 days a week! Everything fresh baked daily.
Monday-Saturday 9:30-2:30, Sunday 10-2. 780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm,
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

Woodbury Resort

Open every day 9am-8pm
We have limited the occupancy to 6 customers at a time to enable social
distancing. We thank you for remembering to wear your mask.
We accept phone and curbside orders for those who are unable to wear a
mask. Thank you for your support!
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

SLOCAN VALLEY

WINLAW

Glacier View Service

The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday - Saturday 12-4.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250226-7744.
Visit our online shop: https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via
phone. New clients are welcome.
All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

NEW DENVER

Open 7 days, 8 am - 5:30 pm
250-358-2445

T.H.E. Pharmacy (New Denver)

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2520, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”) 309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills. If you are
self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your shopping for
you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up. You can call the store at
250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to place your orders.

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. Sun 8 am-7 pm, Mon 8
am-3 pm Tues 8 am - 7 pm Wed-Sat 8 am - 8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

New hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm; Sun 10 am-4 pm
Email to order for pick-up: gaiatreewholefoods@gmail.com 250-226-7255
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RDCK board, February 16: Directors extend moratorium on new water systems
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The regional district won’t be
assuming control of any more water
systems for the next five years. The
board agreed to extend the current
moratorium on acquiring new systems
until 2027.
Although a Water Services
Committee is almost in place to deal
with water system issues in the RDCK,
staff says it still makes sense to maintain
the moratorium.
“While the acquisition of more
systems may assist in the distribution
of overarching costs across more water
system customers and users, additional
systems may also increase the overall
administration costs and efforts by

RDCK staff,” a report cautions. “In
addition, the lengthy acquisition process
entails staffing costs and the recovery
mechanism of that cost needs to be
determined prior to the lifting of the
moratorium.”
It can take up to 18 months and
several public meetings to acquire a
new service. Part of the problem is the
water systems the RDCK inherits are
usually suffering from volunteer burnout, failing governance structures, aging
or inadequate infrastructure, and a lack
of investment.
“Any future lifting of the moratorium
must consider these conditions, current
staff project work, planned internal
capital projects, and existing system
day-to-day duties,” staff caution in the

The Rev.
Jeffrey Joseph
Donnelly
October 13, 1963 –
January 3, 2022

Sadly, The Rev. Jeffrey Joseph
Donnelly died suddenly at home on
January 3rd. He was a dear friend
to many, and he will be profoundly
missed. A beloved son, Jeff was
predeceased by his mother, Betty
Donnelly and is survived by his
father, Joseph Donnelly. A devoted
brother, he is also survived by his siblings, Kevin Mackey, Lori Mackey,
Elicia Spagnola, Jennifer Donnelly, Colleen Owens, and Kristen Donelly
and several nieces, nephews, great nieces and great nephews.
Jeff was born and raised in Albany, NY. He earned his BA from
Gordon College in Wenham, MA, in 1990 with two majors, one in
Biblical & Theological Studies and the other in Philosophy. He earned
his MA in Religion at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. Jeff moved
to San Francisco in 1998. In San Francisco, while attending the Episcopal
Church of St. John the Evangelist, Jeff discerned a call to ordination. Jeff
completed his theological studies in Canada at Trinity College, Toronto.
He was ordained in the Diocese of California in 2006 and was an Assistant
Priest at The Cathedral Church of St. James in Toronto from 2006-2008.
He then completed a curacy for the Anglican Diocese of Toronto in the
joint ministries of the Church of the Incarnation and St. Matthew-theApostle, Oriole. In 2010 Jeff was pleased to become the Incumbent at
St. Peter’s Anglican Church in Oshawa, Ontario.
During a holiday to Nelson, British Columbia Jeff noticed a search
for an Anglican Priest. Inspired by the culture of creativity in the city
and the beauty of the mountains, he listened carefully to his desire
to respond. Jeff was delighted when the Anglican Parish of Kokanee
welcomed him in 2015 to be their Incumbent priest. Shortly after, he
became a proud Canadian citizen and purchased his first house. He
joyfully discovered a natural skill in gardening and enjoyed the interests
of hiking, mountain biking and photography. Into this time came the
comfort and companionship of his dog, Jax. Through Jax’s needs for care
and exercise, good friendships were brought into Jeff’s life.
Jeff thrived on engaging in building a vibrant, caring community.
His faithful work as a priest and pastor in Nelson took shape as he
embraced the team ministry of locally trained priests within his Parish,
and colleagues in the Diocese and wider community. He was drawn to
the diverse spiritual communities from around the world in Nelson and
was actively involved in the Interfaith Climate Action collaborative.
Jeff valued and respected the traditions of the Anglican Church, but he
understood the limitations and barriers people could also feel. Reaching
further, Jeff’s hallmark was his understanding and compassion through
his attentiveness to people’s experience and story. True welcome was
important to him. Jeff was always present in the Pride parade with the
Parish and encouraged a wider lens in organizing and contributing to a
local weekly newspaper column, renaming it Tapestry. He brought to
fruition a long-held Parish dream of planting a Peace Pole on the Ward
Street side lawn of St. Saviour’s Anglican Pro-Cathedral, involving
various groups and individuals in the creation, planting and then
dedication on Sept. 23, 2017.
The gifts of Jeff’s life will be carried in the hearts of many. He made
life around him bigger and brighter. His memory is a blessing.
A memorial service for Jeff will be announced at a later date.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to a charity of one’s choice.

report. “In addition, the framework for
evaluating applications must be updated
and new criteria added to reflect the
full scope of duties and responsibilities
inherent to water services.”
Even when the moratorium is
lifted, staff say the RDCK should be
conservative in taking on new systems.
“Staff recommend to limit the
acquisition to one system per year,
but given there are various stages of
assessment, public consultation and legal
asset transfer, it is plausible that staff
would deal with up to three systems at a
time,” it says.
Directors approved the moratorium
extension until 2027.

Whatshan water project gets
zoning

A project to sell potable water
from the Whatshan Lake watershed
has received the regulatory approval it
needed from the Regional District of
Central Kootenay. Directors passed a
bylaw changing the zoning for the site
of the project at their February meeting.
The Doukhobor Heritage Retreat
Society wanted the zoning change to
allow them to sell the unused portion of
the 106 cubic metres of water they are
permitted to take daily from the aquifer.
The money would be used to support the
non-profit’s programming and help the
community in times of emergency. But
they needed the zoning change to allow

small-scale water sales from the property.
There weren’t really any strong
arguments against the approval heard by
the RDCK. Staff noted that hydrological
studies show that the aquifer can manage
the draw-down from the DHRS operation
and it won’t impact other users or the
environment. They also noted the social
benefits from the revenue raised, and the
jobs the water delivery service would
create in the area. At a public meeting on
the rezoning, only one person showed up
to voice a general concern.
While the Ministries of Agriculture
and Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development
have also said they have no concerns, the
Okanagan First Nation has not given its
full approval.
“This has been a point of confusion
as they have already seen the application
for the water license and did not express
concern,” the report states. “The applicant
and RDCK staff have both contacted the
ONA to further discuss.”
The motion to change the zoning
bylaw was passed by the RDCK board.

Village discovered the current fire
service area – the zone the Village’s fire
department can legally operate in – didn’t
include the town’s water treatment plant.
“It’s just outside the boundary. We’re
not sure if it was caused by a mapping
issue,” she told directors. “It almost feels
like an oversight.”
Staff were directed to amend the
Slocan Valley Fire Service bylaw to add
the address of the water treatment plant.

Grants approved

Directors gave quick approval to
a request by the mayor of Slocan to
increase the size of the community
fire department’s service area – by one
property.
Jessica Lunn told the board the

Directors approved a handful of
grants for projects in the Valley Voice
readership area.
The WE Graham Community
Service Society received $1,000 for
a community gardening project, and
$2,000 for upgrades to the windows of
the community service building.
The Howser Water Users Association
got $4,750 to install a backup generator
for use during power failures.
A group active in Area H, the Nelson
and Area Friends of the Family, will
receive $2,000 to help various families
through the year with medical expenses.
And in Area K, the Arrow Lakes
Fine Arts Guild Society got $5,000 to
build washrooms in their new gallery
space.
Wild Voices for Kids – a hands-on
environmental learning program for
K-12 students – received $800 from Area
H and $300 from Area K.

the mayor of Slocan about the proposed
Zincton development. Common and
individual concerns were identified and
discussed. Ferguson suggests Silverton
needs to prepare its response to the
Province about the proposal as soon as
possible.
• Mayor Ferguson reported that he
attended an online workshop hosted
by Selkirk Innovates about land use
planning. “The workshop gave some
insight into the strategies that have
worked for communities elsewhere with
a focus on the Columbia Basin and one
single thing that emerged is that attention
to best practices, including creating
an ethical space that acknowledges
Indigenous governments, values and
methods is paramount. As is being
‘ready.’ For although the province has
indicated a willingness to engage, it
has stated that because of its limited
resources to do so – it will tend to favour
proposals and communities that are
prepared.”
• Ferguson announced that the
internet workshop with Tim Ryan of
Kaslo infoNet (KiN) was going ahead the
following Saturday (February 12) with
11 participants, including two councillors
from New Denver, the mayor of Nakusp,
and Don Scarlett from KiN.
• On February 4, along with
Councillor Main, the mayor attended
a virtual southeast district meeting with
Josie Osborne, Minister of Municipal
Affairs. The main concerns were climate
change and flooding. The minister
also suggested that the Province’s
Strengthening Local Communities
Program would allow for funding for
heating and cooling shelters. Village
staff will be instructed to look into this.
• Councillor Main reported that she
had been invited to and would attend a
virtual town hall on public transportation

in northern BC, hosted by MP Taylor
Bachrach (Skeena-Bulkley Valley).
Bachrach is the sponsor of the recent
House of Commons e-petition (e-3723)
by Chris Alemany on creating a national
public transportation service specifically
focusing on the gap left by Greyhound,
how BC Bus North has tried to fill it, and
how regional and national transportation
networks can be improved. He wants
to bring his constituents together to get
them excited about creating a national
bus/rail service and having a guest
panel share information about public
transportation planning in Canada.
• Chief Administrative Officer
Hillary Elliott reports that COVID
still takes up an inordinate amount
of time and gets in the way of other
work. However, work is proceeding
on byelection paperwork, budget
preparation, planning for the footbridge,
and planning for the living quarters at the
campground among other things.
• Public Works continues to work
on the water pipe replacement above the
creek and asset management, as well as
daily tasks and staff training.
• The water and garbage rates bylaws
were adopted. The residential water
rate is $567 per year and the residential
garbage rate is $155 per year.
• The meeting wound up with an
impassioned plea from Jennifer Reid for
council to do whatever it can to protect
the Enterprise Creek watershed, where
she lives, and to adopt a moratorium
on unsustainable logging. “Why,”
she asked, “is only economics taken
into consideration? We have a right to
protect our water, we have a right to our
voice!” Mayor Ferguson pointed out that
Silverton council has no jurisdiction over
what goes on at Enterprise Creek and
very little in fact about what goes on in
the Silverton Creek drainage.

Protecting Slocan’s water
plant

Silverton council, February 9: Byelection scheduled for April 9
by Moe Lyons
• Silverton’s byelection will take
place on April 9. Chief Electoral
Officer Catherine Allaway proposed an
advertising schedule, involving mailing
notices to residents as well as advertising
in the Valley Voice. The proposal was
approved by council. The seat became
vacant recently when Tanya Gordon
resigned as councillor.
• Juliet Craig of the Kootenay
Conservation Program presented
information about Local Conservation
Funds, which use tax dollars to fund
conservation projects. A 2018 study
done by the organization showed that
66% of Slocan Valley residents were
interested in establishing a Slocan Valley
Local Conservation Fund. Craig said
interest has increased, as the pandemic
has heightened people’s connection to
nature.
An LCF has been operating in the
Regional District of East Kootenay since
2008, and in the Kootenay Lake area
since 2014. The program costs taxpayers
about $20 per person per year.
Area H (Slocan Valley) Director
Walter Popoff has committed to a
referendum on this to be held either
this fall or next year. Councillor Main
noted that as this was a matter involving
taxation, it would have to go through at
least an alternative approval process,
where the Village advertises the question
for 60 days and people can register their
disapproval. As long as fewer than 10%
of the citizens register their disapproval,
the proposal would move forward.
Craig said she wasn’t looking for a
decision from council at this point, and
would be happy to come again when
requested. Mayor Ferguson stated,
“We’d like to ponder on this.”
• On February 4, council attended a
virtual meeting with Kaslo council and
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COVID clips library use, but administrator sees rebound happening
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The chief librarian of the Nakusp
Public Library told Village council
that the facility is coming out of
the COVID pandemic a different
institution than it was going in two
years ago.
“I just wanted to emphasize
that contemporary libraries are very
different than the idea of a big room
full of dusty books with a librarian who
shushes people,” says Claire Paradis
of her presentation to council on
February 14. “We are a hub of activity
(and will be more so soon, with luck),
and we fulfill many different needs.”
The pandemic changed how people
used the facility. No longer available
as a hangout, a place to do research
or to wander the rows just looking for
something interesting, people now
use it for support navigating complex

subjects or bureaucratic institutions,
she says.
“In 2021, we had several requests
for books about loss and death for
children, for example. We also help
people find and navigate all kinds of
government forms, information, etc.,”
says Paradis. “We offer educational
resources, in partnership with local
organizations such as the Columbia
Basin Alliance for Literacy (CBAL)
and the schools, as well as hosting
workshops like the bird identification
one with Gary Davidson and the
tree identification workshop with
Erin McLeod. We also offer access
to online educational resources like
LinkedIn Learning.”
It’s not your grandmother’s
lending institution either, with more
than books available. People can use
their library card to check out things
like snowshoes, sun lamps, drums,

digital projectors, and much more.

by Jan McMurray
New Denver’s emergency room
remains closed overnight, although
health services that were temporarily
reduced in other communities are
returning to normal.
An Interior Health press release
says the Slocan Community Health
Centre in New Denver needs two
more RNs before the ER can go back
to being open 24/7.
“While the COVID-19 related
staffing pressures and staff sick calls
are diminishing, Interior Health is
actively recruiting to fill two full-time
registered nurse vacancies to this
community before staffing will be
sufficiently stabilized,” says the IH

press release.
IH announced the temporary
service reductions in New Denver and
five other communities on January 18.
New Denver’s ER hours have been cut
in half to 8 am to 8 pm since January
20. They will remain that way until
further notice.
“By temporarily reducing service
hours, we are able to fill any shift
vacancies during the day to ensure
we have stable services during the
day when most people access the
emergency department,” an IH
spokesperson told the Valley Voice.
While the emergency departments
at New Denver and Ashcroft remain
closed overnight, services return to

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The Regional District of Central
Kootenay’s board of directors have
approved the recommendations for this
year’s conservation programs around
Kootenay Lake.
The RDCK’s taxpayers around
the lake (Areas A, D and E, excepting
Kaslo) support the Kootenay Lake Local
Conservation Fund with a $15 tax per
parcel annually; this year that’s raised
$75,000 for the fund. That money will
now be used for eight conservation
programs.
Friends of the Lardeau River Society
will receive $9,000 for ‘Grizzly Bear
Co-existence Solutions’, which provides
a 50% cost-share to buy electric fencing
to protect livestock and/or crops from
bears. “This helps to share the social
cost of living with grizzly bears on the
landscape,” explains the KLCF.
The BC Conservation Foundation
will receive $11,500 for habitat
restoration for beavers in the DuncanLardeau River Floodplains. “Our project
aims to restore and enrich the remnant
lower Duncan valley bottom habitat
towards balancing past losses and at the
same time address the urgent presentday need for climate resiliency,” says
the report.
The Wildlife Conservation Society
will receive $13,000 to fund bat habitat
enhancement around the lake. They

plan to use acoustic recording, colony
emergence counts, mark-recapture at
sentinel roosts, site visits to landowners,
genetic sampling, and creation of oldgrowth mimic roosts…,” the WCS
says. “This will help mitigate loss of
habitat, monitor health and population
fluctuations at key roosts, and ultimately
build population resiliency.”
The Valhalla Wilderness Society will
receive $4,000 to reduce western toad
mortality between Fish and Bear Lakes
on Hwy 31A. That includes helping the
Ministry of Transport design and cost
out two concrete box culvert underpasses
to be incorporated into drainage in the
area; and supporting toads crossing the
highway at night during the migration
period.
Other projects include an invasive
species survey and wetland and habitat
projects in the West Arm area.
“Kootenay Lake area is a high
value recreation and tourism asset for
the region. It is also a water source for
many residents,” said a report from
staff. “The overall sustainability of the
Kootenay Lake watershed is enhanced
by the conservation efforts. The funding
supports projects awarded to local
scientists and non-profits which adds to
the regional economy.”
The projects are chosen by a
technical review committee of scientific
experts engaged by the Kootenay
Conservation Program.

normal in Clearwater and Barriere on
February 23, and in Lillooet on March
14. Scheduling of non-urgent elective
surgical procedures will resume on
February 23, and will phase back to
full services across Interior Health
over a two-week period. Varying by
community, select outpatient services,
adult day programs and non-urgent
home health services will resume.
Impacted clients will be contacted
directly, the IH press release says.
“The Omicron-driven COVID-19
staffing impacts on the health system
are beginning to subside and Interior
Health can now resume services that
were temporarily paused last month,”
said Interior Health president and
CEO, Susan Brown. “We would like
to thank the public for their patience
and understanding as Interior Health
took swift action last month to manage
the COVID-19 driven staffing crisis.
Safety is our highest priority and
as sick calls begin to diminish and
this COVID-19 wave subsides, we
are pleased to lift these emergency
measures throughout the region.”
Updates are posted at www.
interiorhealth.ca/temporary-servicechanges.

COVID hit hard

But Paradis admits the pandemic
did hit the institution hard, in the
early days even making things like
handling books a medical concern.
Library statistics show 30,000 items
were borrowed in 2019, and less than
19,000 last year – though there was a
bright side.
“Our in-person circulation
definitely took a hit over the last
couple of years, but our e-materials
(e-books, etc.) continue to grow in
popularity,” she says. “We reduced the
amount of materials we added to the
collection because it just didn’t make
sense to have that many things coming
in when we didn’t have as many people
checking them out.”
New library memberships also
plummeted by about a third.
“We weren’t able to offer the

New Denver needs two RNs to reopen 24/7 emergency

RDCK approves Kootenay Lake
conservation programs for 2022

same amount or kind of programming
or host events in the same way. We
adapted some programming like the
very popular Summer Reading Club so
that it was outside, and we had outdoor
Storywalks as well,” says Paradis.
But the library has been adapting.
She says they’ve developed some
pick-up programming items like craft
kits and a puzzle exchange. They also
did more online programming this
year, like craft videos, author readings,
and workshops.
“It was great to be able to offer
this, but we are really looking forward
to having in-person programming
and events again soon,” Paradis told
the Valley Voice. “And we have a
great new study, which used to be the
magazine room, that we are thrilled to
be able to offer for proctoring exams or
studying, or meetings – in the future,
once the COVID restrictions are
relaxed,” says Paradis. “We’ve also
got air purifiers now, which I hope will
encourage people to feel like they can
visit the library.’
Paradis came to council looking
for a 3% raise in funding through
taxation, which council approved and

the RDCK ratified.
Paradis hopes a small part of that
money can be used to properly mark
a library milestone lost during the
pandemic.
“Although the library officially
turned 100 last year, our centenary
celebrations were pretty much nil, so
we’re really hoping this year we can
have a big party to celebrate with the
community,” she says.
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Slocan council, February 14: OCP process outlined
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by Joanne Feenstra
• Slocan now has an advisory
committee and a Communications
and Engagment Plan for the Official
Community Plan (OCP) process. The
Village’s call-out for OCP working
committee members resulted in 25
submissions of interest. “This shows
how ripe our community is for
discussions about the community’s
future,” Mayor Lunn commented.
The committee has been formed
and has 10 members – one council
member and nine members chosen
from the 25 submissions. Council,
the CAO and consultants (Selkirk
Planning and Design) made the
selection, aiming for a diverse
range of people representing
various sectors, community groups,
demographics, disciplines, interest
groups and the community at large.
The Communications and
Engagement Plan, drafted by
the consultants and approved
by council, outlines the process
from beginning to end (JanuaryAugust). By the end of February,
the OCP advisory committee will
be commencing their activities and
key stakeholders will be contacted.
By early March, a ‘Key Issues’
report will be ready for council.
Throughout March, the focus will
be on community and stakeholder
engagement, culminating in three
days of events at the end of March,
including focus group workshops,
pop-up events, an interactive open
house presentation, a survey, and
targeted youth and First Nations
engagement. The new OCP will
be drafted around mid-April and
reviewed by council, the OCP

advisory committee and Village
staff before going out for public
review in May. Refinement of the
draft will happen in June, and final
approval of the OCP is scheduled
for August. The plan includes two
open houses – one in late March
and another in May – and the formal
public hearing in August when the
OCP bylaw is being considered for
adoption.
• Volunteers are wanted from the
Slocan area to deliver the Nav-CARE
program locally. Ana Bokstrom of
the New Denver Hospice Society
made a presentation about the
program, which matches NavCARE volunteers with individuals
living with chronic illness or social
isolation to book appointments,
connect with local people and
resources, re-engage in hobbies
and social events, and provide other
general life supports. Volunteers are
referred from Interior Health and
are provided training, supervision
and support from Nav-CARE. As
Slocan has no community nurse and
no active Hospice society, Bokstrom
hopes to recruit local volunteers.
She said she would, if there is an
interest, work with community
members to establish a local hospice
society. Interior Health provides
up to $5,000 in annual funding
for hospice societies and other
grants are available. Individuals
interested in Nav-CARE, as clients
or volunteers, or in working towards
a local hospice society can contact
Ana Bokstrom at 250-358-7828 or
through the New Denver Hospice
Society.
• The Slocan Village Market

has applied to the Province for
a cannabis retail operation. The
application process requires a 30day public comment period and
support from Slocan council in order
to proceed, so Slocan residents now
have a chance to weigh in. Public
comments will be reviewed at the
March 15 council meeting, when
council will consider whether or not
to support the proposal.
Slocan Village Market owner
Jordan Knott presented the proposal
to council. He said the proposed
business, ‘Weed Be Delighted,’
would be located in the upper level
of the existing grocery store, with
a side staircase coming up from
Ward Street. Individuals unable to
access the stairs would be provided
curbside services. Knott is planning
to have a “retro ’70s shag carpet
vibe” in the retail space and hopes
that it will be a place that customers,
including tourists, will talk about and
return to. He emphasized that his
staff will have the ‘Selling it Right’
certification and said there would
be no on-site consumption of the
products, which are wholesaled by
the Liquor and Cannabis Regulation
Branch. As Slocan Village Market is
a liquor retail outlet, Knott pointed
out that he has 10 years of positive
and professional experience working
with LCRB.
CAO Michelle Gordon noted
that communities the size of Slocan
usually allow only one cannabis
retail operation in the community.
Her written report outlines the
amendments that would be required
to the zoning, business licence and
fees and charges bylaws.

• Slocan had almost $2.4 million
worth of building permits in 2021,
definitely above average compared
to the previous five years. There
were permits for three new singlefamily dwellings, one demolition,
many residential renovations, two
commercial renovations, and for
the WEG School ventilation system,
the Merriwake boat shelter, and
covered bleachers at the skate park.
The Village received $2,562.57 in
building permit fees.
• The Fitness Centre in Slocan
had no revenue in 2021 and about
$4,500 in expenses. The Village will
use COVID Safe Restart funds to
cover the expenses, which include
telephone, internet, electricity and
janitorial services. Councillor Buller
explained that even if a staff person
were hired to open the centre for
certain hours, the current provincial
health order would allow only one or
two people, and one staff, inside the
small space at a time. The cost of the
staff person, who would need to be
there during all open hours to check
vaccine passports, would not allow
for cost recovery. He said when the
order changes, the gym will open as
quickly as possible.
• In a letter to council, Gene
and Delaine Hird express concern
about the Village compensating
volunteers who maintain the ice
rink. “A paid volunteer is no longer
a volunteer,” the letter says. “They
become an employee on the backs of
the taxes paid by village residents.”
If remuneration is required, they
suggest that rink users should pay as
they go. The Hirds point out that they
volunteer to keep the boat launch

usable, and many other volunteers
have given time and resources for
years to many community projects
without compensation. CAO Gordon
explained that ice rink volunteers
who operate equipment to maintain
the ice are able to obtain gas from
Mountain Valley Station, where
$200 in credit has been established.
Councillor Joel Pelletier clarified
that volunteers at the ice rink are
not being compensated directly.
“This is the longest season I’ve ever
seen. The volunteers did a lot of
work this year. It’s pretty amazing
what they do,” he said. The Slocan
Village Market also has donation
tins at the counter to support the
rink, and is matching donations
received, and giving the funds to the
volunteers who manage the ice rink.
In response to the Hirds’ comment
about volunteers who keep the boat
launch usable year round, Councillor
Perrierre said that perhaps Public
Works could provide snow removal
for the boat launch area and dock.
• The Village water plant, which
is outside the municipal boundary,
is also outside the RDCK fire
service boundary, Mayor Lunn
has discovered. She said this was
likely an administrative oversight,
as the fire service boundary does
encompass other properties in the
area. Council passed a motion to ask
the RDCK to include the property
in the Slocan Valley Fire Service
Protection Area.
• Slocan’s annual Easter Egg
hunt will be held at Expo Park on
Saturday, April 16 at 11 am. Council
agreed to support the event with
$100.

by Jan McMurray
• Staff have been asked to provide
their vaccine status to the district by
March 1, reported Superintendent
Trish Smillie. Smillie explained that
she was directed by the board of

education on January 18 to create and
implement a Proof of Vaccination
Procedure. Then on January 27, the
local medical health officer issued a
directive requiring SD 8 to collect
vaccine status information from all
employees. Staff and independent
contractors who are unvaccinated or
don’t provide their vaccine status by
March 1 will have to be rapid-tested
regularly to continue work, or take
an unpaid leave of absence. Proof of
vaccination will not be required of
students, or of staff who are exempt
from getting the vaccine for medical
reasons or under the Human Rights
Code of BC or Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.
• Rapid Antigen tests are coming
soon to SD 8. When they arrive, all
families will receive a box of five

tests, to be administered at home to
students who are symptomatic. Each
staff member has already received
two rapid tests.
• Extracurricular sports
tournaments are back, but spectators
are still not allowed. The Ministry
of Education provides school
districts with the guidelines on
school sports and other in-school
activities during the pandemic, with
the objective of maintaining safe
school environments.
• The Winlaw Seamless Day
program has begun. Smillie reported
that six children are enrolled in the
program, which runs three days a
week after school. Staffed by an early
childhood educator who works with
the kindergarten teacher, the program
has an outdoor focus.
• The Student Laptop Pilot
Project has been very successful,
Smillie said. There were 836 laptops
given out this year, to grades 7 and
10 students. A survey given to the
students, parents and teachers came
back with very positive feedback
about the program. The intent was
to give laptops to all students over
three years by giving them to grades
7 and 10 students every fall. This
year, the project cost $250,000. Next
year, the cost would be $450,000 and
in the third and subsequent years,
the cost would be $650,000. Smillie

said the project will be considered
during budget discussions. “This is
a costly item and will be evaluated
in comparison with other priorities
moving forward,” she said.
• District Principals Naomi
Ross and Tamara Maloff presented
the Literacy Annual Report. For
the past five years, data showed
that a significant number of
primary learners in SD 8 were
performing below grade level in
reading and writing. In 2020, SD
8 started piloting a district-wide
initiative in primary classrooms to
better understand literacy learning
challenges and mitigate those
challenges by supporting teachers
with necessary resources and tools.
Data from 2019-21 shows that these
efforts are paying off, indicating
that SD 8 kindergarten children
are less vulnerable in all areas of
language and cognitive development
compared to the provincial average.
The report outlines several action
items to continue improving literacy
proficiency for all learners in SD 8.
One of these is to develop an online
literacy resource hub, which Ross
described as a “one-stop shop for
resources.”
• The budget for this school
year has been balanced. Although
a $200,000 deficit was expected,
Interim Secretary-Treasurer Teri

Stoneman said all departments were
asked to help balance the budget, and
she was able to present a balanced
$73,206,377 budget at the meeting.
With fewer students enrolled
this year than projected, Stoneman
said the district received $600,000
less than expected in per student
funding this year, but this was more
than offset by an increase in ‘special
purpose fund’ revenues (about
$800,000) and in the international
student program (about $500,000).
Also, the per student grant from the
ministry increased by 4.3% this year.
However, expenses were higher
than expected. Salaries cost about
$800,000 more than budgeted. A
long-standing labour grievance
was settled and cost the district
about $400,000. A new viceprincipal position was added, a
CUPE position was transferred to an
exempt position, and a new Manager
of Public Engagement was hired.
Substitute costs were also higher
than budgeted, due to the pandemic.
Stoneman also brought attention
to the operating surplus – the amount
the board has on hand to deal with
unforeseen issues. At the end of
2020-21, this ‘kitty’ contained
$158,545, down from $973,802
in 2018-19. She said it would be
prudent to have $1.8 million (3%
of operating revenues) in this kitty.

School District 8, February 15: Proof of vaccination for staff by March 1
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Emery Herbals still going strong in Winlaw
by Jan McMurray
Emery Herbals is celebrating 10
years of being in business in Winlaw.
“We’ve changed and grown so
much over the last 10 years!” says
Colleen Emery, master herbalist.
“We’re very grateful to the
community for all their support and
for believing in us, and for showing
up to our workshops and the events
we hold.”
Before moving to Winlaw,
Colleen had a practice in Calgary.
“The rubber hit the road when we
got here,” she said. “Everyone in the
Kootenays knows what a herbalist is,
so this is the right place to be.”
Since she moved to Winlaw,
Colleen has completed graduate
school in herbal medicine. She
is vice-president of the Canadian
Herbalist’s Association of BC,
which sets standards of practice
and provides certification for
qualified herbal practitioners. She
also co-founded the Canadian Herb
Conference with two other herbalists.
The annual conference has run
twice and has raised over $20,000
for the Canadian Council of Herbal
Associations. “The government is
consistently trying to take away
herbs, so the Canadian Council of

Herbal Associations advocates to
maintain herbal medicine rights in
Canada,” she explained.
Colleen started out in Winlaw
on her own, in one unit at the Cedar
Creek Gardens mall. Now, the
business employs three other people
and occupies three units at the
Winlaw mall. And although it may
seem quiet there, there’s a lot going
on, Colleen says, including her
herbal clinic, the retail store and
botanical dispensary, and a teaching
centre.
The trend towards doing things
online has allowed Colleen to have
clients from all over the world. In
her clinical practice, Colleen sees
clients both in person and remotely.
She consults with clients in one of
the units at the Winlaw mall, where
three other practitioners offer their
services as well: Larry Zaleski,
chiropractor; Amanda Hindley,
registered acupuncturist; and Lisa
Delorme, registered midwife.
Another of Emery Herbal’s
units at the Winlaw mall houses the
retail store and botanical dispensary.
Maria, who has apprenticed with
Colleen since 2015, manages this
part of the business. This is where
customized medicines are made

Colleen Emery, master herbalist, at her botanical dispensary in Winlaw.

for Colleen’s clients as well as for
other practitioners from all over
North America. “Acupuncturists,
naturopaths and traditional medical
doctors from all over North America
call in their formulas to us, and
we prepare them and ship them to
clients,” Colleen explains.
The store also carries the work
of several local artisans.
Finally, the teaching centre is
located in the third unit in the mall.
The teaching centre offers many
courses, from one-off workshops on
fermentation, aromatherapy, etc. to a
full program leading to professional
herbalist certification. Colleen has
written the curriculum for over
1,000 hours of herbal medicine
training. “We have courses for athome herbalism all the way up to a
professional clinical practice. You
can learn about working with herbs
to support your family’s health, to
become a community herbalist, or
to become a professional,” she said.
Over 100 people have completed
Colleen’s ‘Foundations’ program to
become a professional herbalist, and
now people all over North America
are taking the course. She also offers
the ‘Clinical Observation’ program,
helping would-be professional
herbalists to reach their required
200 hours of clinical observation.
All clients who agree to having their
consultations with Colleen observed
by students get their consultation and
medicine at no charge. This is part
of Emery Herbal’s ‘Pay it Forward’
program.
The Pay it Forward program
ensures that herbal medicine is
accessible to all, Colleen says. By
allocating 10% of Emery Herbal’s

revenue to the program, and matching
all donations to the program, “we can
pay for people who couldn’t afford to
come otherwise,” she said.
During the pandemic, Colleen
has offered several free workshops.
“Everyone is struggling to figure
out how to stay well during the
pandemic,” she said. “We’re being
told to get vaccinated, wear masks
and keep our distance, but there
is a bucket full of other things we
can be doing. You feel empowered
when you know how to keep well,
so I’ve done a multitude of free
workshops on keeping well during

13
the pandemic.”
The business also offers a 10%
seniors discount, and donates to the
Blood of Life Collective in their
work to support Sinixt resurgence.
Another Emery Herbals offering
is the Community Supported
Wellness Program, where clients
pay an annual fee that covers
their consultations, medicines and
learning for the whole year.
Tune in to Emery Herbals
Instagram page on February 25
for special offers and a sizeable
giveaway to mark the business’ 10year anniversary in Winlaw.
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‘For the Love of Food’ panels set up at the Winlove market place that happened on January 12, with Keely Winnitoy,
board member of West Kootenay Permaculture Co-op.

For the Love of Food
submitted
The Live. Love Winlaw
community engagement series
has a new focus on food,
agriculture and resiliency and
is ready for your interaction.
The newest input display
panel will be outside Gaia
Tree Whole Foods and Mama
Sita’s Café in Winlaw over
the next few weeks. As these
businesses play an important
role in our local foodshed,
the hope is that these panel
questions will inspire you

to consider and share your
thoughts ‘For the Love of
Food.’
This installation is part
of an ongoing project with
a series of public feedback
opportunities on the subject of
livability in Winlaw. Physical
installations will continue to
rotate throughout downtown
Winlaw over the coming
months, with each set of
subjects and questions finding
their way to an online forum
at www.slocanvalley.com/

winlove. Later in the spring,
postcards will be delivered to
Winlaw residents inviting a
final opportunity to share your
thoughts.
The Live. Love Winlaw
community engagement
project has a set of goals related
to the livability of Winlaw and
building community members’
sense of belonging, raising
awareness around diversity of
views, interests and needs. This
collective platform and vision
will then serve as a springboard
for future planning, funding
and community projects.
In December, the project
launched its first engagement
at the Spicer Centre during
Winlaw’s Winter Wonderland.
Multiple sites were identified
as gathering places during
a recent community focus
group. To get things started,
one simple question has been
asked about each of the sites.
“How can you imagine using
this space differently?” This
initial question can be found
within the interactive surveys
at www.slocanvalley.com/
winlove.
“For the Love of Food”
will be set up over the next
two to three weeks. The past
couple of years have likely
brought a deeper focus on food
and food systems for everyone.
Collecting thoughts around
food may look different now
than it has in the past. The
feedback from the community
on these sets of questions will
help paint a picture of where
Winlaw’s residents stand with
food and the priorities that may
inform future actions.
Live. Love Winlaw is a
project by the West Kootenay
Permaculture Co-op, funded
by the Province of BC.
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Kaslo Nordic ski program wraps up another year
submitted
Sunday, February 13 saw a
celebration and a wrap-up of another
good year for the Kaslo Nordic ski
program run by volunteers up at the

Kaslo Nordic Centre.
The event included
acknowledgment of Papa Bear (aka
Val Koenig), who has been making
fire, serving up hot chocolate and

providing cookies to help kids and
parents feel at home for more than 10
years. This was his last day and the
last chance to see his famous fire suit.
The volunteer grooming team was

Sunday, February 13 saw a celebration and a wrap-up of another good year

The volunteer grooming team was recognized with a thank you poster, accepted by Tom Duchastel on behalf of the team.

The event included acknowledgment of Papa Bear (aka
Val Koenig), who has been making fire, serving up hot
chocolate and providing cookies to help kids and parents
feel at home for more than 10 years. This was his last
day and the last chance to see his famous fire suit.

also acknowledged with a thank you
poster, accepted by Tom Duchastel
on behalf of the team.
This year’s program had an
excellent turnout of kids (30+

15
depending on the day), great coaches
(10 volunteers kept up interesting
learning for all ages) and a great
support team under the leadership
of Sarah Heard and Patrick Steiner.

HERITAGE WEEK
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A Memory, by LVHS member John Jeffrey
submitted by Lardeau Valley
Historical Society
“In the summer of 1953, I
was a teenager and worked for
BC Forest Service, building
trails with Noel Bacchus,
who was the trail boss. Noel
lived in Birchdale, a hump of
beachfront wilderness on the
opposite side of Kootenay
Lake north of Kaslo. I had an
interest in gun collecting and
I wanted to buy an old pistol
from him, but was told that I
would have to go to get it at
his house. His brother Eric,
a bachelor, would be there
and would get it for me. So,
I rented a boat from Kaslo
Marina and proceeded up the
lake. Much to my surprise,
when I climbed the bank,
I came face to face with a
beautiful garden with flower
beds and manicured lawns,
and a well kept house with
leaded glass windows. This
was Eric’s house, and was not
at all my image of a bachelor’s

abode. I was invited in and,
after explaining why I was
there, we went over to Noel’s
house to get the pistol. But,
Eric couldn’t find it. Back
at Eric’s house, I took notice
of the large piano and two
bandoleers with 303 ammo
which he wouldn’t use as it
was unlawfully obtained, he
told me, by Noel’s adopted
son, ‘Red,’ who had served
in the Canadian Army.
Technically, I supposed, these
were still property of the
Queen.
Now for the piano: years
later, a grizzly bear broke into
Eric’s house and tried out the
piano; of course, the piano
came out second best. I don’t
know if Eric was present or
away at the time.
What happened to Noel’s
son, Red? Noel wrote a book
entitled, You’ve Got to Show
Me, and chapter 2 talks about
Red. Whether it is factual,
only Red knows. He will be

in his 90s now.”

submitted by Silvery Slocan
Historical Society
The Silvery Slocan
Museum in New Denver
reopened in 2021 for the
first time in several years,
following a closure due to
both structural repairs and
COVID-19.
The closure allowed the
museum board to completely
revamp the exhibits upstairs
and downstairs and create
several new ones.
The reopening in July
coincided with the society’s
50th anniversary and the
launch of Henning von
Krogh’s new book, Early
Stories from Slocan Lake. Teo
Elsmore returned for the third
straight year as the summer
student and continued work

on an artifact database.
The museum is typically
open seven days a week from
July through Labour Day and
in May and June with more
limited hours.
The building is the former
Bank of Montreal, built in
1897, and the upstairs was
once home to the manager
and his family. The exhibits
recreate a domestic scene
including bedroom, kitchen,
living room, and dining room
as they would have appeared
a century ago or more.
You can tour the medical
room, housing many artifacts
used at the old New Denver
hospital in the early and mid20th century.
You are now able to walk
directly into the bedroom

and medical room to better
examine the artifacts.
As you tour the rest of the
building, you’ll notice dozens
of newly framed photos as
well as new exhibits on First
Nations pictographs, mining
history, and organizations
such as the Royal Canadian
Legion.
This spring, the society
will unveil a series of signs
outside the museum, thanks
to a grant. One will replace
a weathered wooden sign at
the top of the sidewalk stairs
that dates to the 1970s. Others
will describe the history of key
local mines, to complement
mining artifacts to be placed
in the garden area. Another
will replace the two paper
laminated boat length signs

Good News from
LVHS

T h e L a r d e a u Va l l e y
Historical Society is planning
to host a grand community

celebration at the museum in
Meadow Creek, Sunday June
30. This, not only to help our
communities experience some
release from the enormous
frustration we all have suffered

as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic but also to showcase
our brand new outdoor exhibits.
Supported by funding from
BC’s Community Economic
Recovery Infrastructure

Program and Heritage BC,
we have built three new
structures to house our heritage
agricultural and mining
machinery. It will be a party;
mark your calendar now!

The Lardeau Valley Historical Society will show off its new outdoor exhibits at a grand celebration on June 30 at the museum in Meadow Creek.

on the sidewalk and in the
window with more weather
durable versions.
Donations in the past year
have included artifacts and
tools from the estate of Abe
Wiens; a directional sign from
New Denver’s Newmarket
Hotel; and a Silverton Miners’
Union ledger book.
The museum board has
been working on updating
its strategic plan with the
help of freelance archivist
Linda Wills and continues to
process its archival holdings
and update its clipping files.
Recently, archivist J.P. Stienne
of Touchstones Nelson visited
to provide assistance.
The society’s annual
general meeting will be held
via Zoom on Tuesday, March

PHOTO CREDIT: MARGARET SCAIA

Silvery Slocan Museum celebrates reopening

29 at 7 pm. If you are not
already a member, email
mrgrtscaia@gmail.com for the
link. Following the business
portion of the meeting,
director Greg Nesteroff will
present a slideshow based the
recent book Lost Kootenays.

Membership is $10 for
a single year per person or
$15 for a family. Threeyear memberships are also
available for $20 per person or
$30 for a family. Membership
includes a quarterly newsletter,
The Silver Standard.

Volunteers help in the Silvery Slocan archives. From left, Joyce Gill, Judith von
Krogh, Henning von Krogh, and Touchstones Nelson archivist J.P. Stienne.
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Historic SS Moyie is looking for workers
submitted by Kootenay Lake
Historical Society
SS Moyie sternwheeler in Kaslo
is preparing for a major rehabilitation
project in 2022 to replace the canvas
on the roofs and outer decks of the
ship. This was done 33 years ago and,
like the roofs on any house, needs to
be replaced. Despite regular patching,
the roofs are starting to leak and so this
work is urgently needed. The cost of
the project is $618,000.
The Kootenay Lake Historical
Society has been seeking funding
from various agencies and has also
raised $100,000 on its own toward
the project. It is most grateful to the
many people from far and wide who
have contributed to the fundraising
effort and shown their support for this
icon of our community. The society
has received funding for much of the
materials and is awaiting decisions
from other agencies for the work.
In the meantime, it is looking for
commitment from young people who
would like to work on this project.
The project will require
scaffolding around the ship to allow
safe access to the decks. New canvas
will be cut to length and preshrunk

prior to installation. Old canvas will
be removed, and decking underneath
replaced as needed. A membrane will
be placed on the decking for added
protection, followed by new canvas
and finally painting of the new canvas.

Toe-kicks and hand rails will be
repaired or replaced as required. While
scaffolding is in place, the exterior of
the ship will be painted. The project
will be following the standards and
guidelines for the preservation of

MADDEN TIMBER
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder
& Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame
Homes

Nelson Shipyard crew laying canvas on a CPR steamship in Okanagan Landing in winter of 1916-17

Bikes...
Skis...

Celebrating
our
heritage of
community!

5709 Hwy 6, Winlaw
(250) 226-7255

wishes to acknowledge all the hard work of the volunteers in
our local historical societies, preserving the history of our communities!

Cornucopia has been part of Kaslo’s Heritage
since 1985
The building Cornucopia is in has been on
Front Street since 1896 being a home for a
variety of businesses.
From hotel to church, drug store and hardware.
Thank you for making it a pleasure to be part
of Kaslo’s history .

Wants to thank our local
historical societies
for keeping the
wheels on the
cart of history!
95 6th Ave NW • Nakusp • 250-265-4155

New Market
Foods

6th Avenue
New Denver, BC
250-358-2270

For all your horseless carriage
care & maintenance

250-353-7409

dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Celebrates over a
century of providing
pharmacy services to
the communities of
Kaslo & New Denver.

Under various owners, Kaslo’s drug store has been supporting the
community’s health and wellness almost continuously since 1898!
Kaslo Drugs was first established on the corner of Front Street and 4th
Avenue by F. E. Archer & Dr. Gilbert Hartin. The property has since been
used by a long line of pharmacists, from F.E. Archer & Dr. G. Hartin in
1898, to G.M. Done in 1948. The original building fell into disrepair and
was torn down in 1958. The new Kaslo Drugs building was constructed
in 1974 for Ken Lahto. Kaslo Drugs operated from 1976 to 2012 under
the ownership of James & Shirley Morris. Since 2012, the business has
operated as the Kaslo Community Pharmacy, under the proprietorship of
Ward Taylor.

New Denver Community Pharmacy Building

ONLINE HERITAGE WEEK IN KASLO
Each day will feature a different Heritage Landmark in Kaslo
Follow us on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/KasloNow
Feb. 21 – Kaslo City Hall, National Historic Site
Feb. 22 - SS Moyie, National Historic Site
Feb. 23 – Langham Cultural Centre and Royal Canadian
Legion Br 74
Feb. 24 – Kaslo Masonic Lodge No 25 and Kemball Memorial
Centre

Thanks our local
historical societies for
their ongoing efforts to
preserve our
waterborne
transportation
stories
and
artifacts.

We recognize the
important volunteer work
done by the historical
societies in our area.
Thank you!

Gratitude to our local historical societies for all
of their fine work in preserving and
presenting our history

Our Outdoor Recreational
Heritage!
ph. 250-265-3332
www.shons.ca
409 Broadway, Nakusp
Thank you to all the societies within Area D
who are working to preserve our history. The
RDCK has just launched its map of heritage
assets and is now creating a heritage register.
Aimee Watson
RDCK Director - Area D

historic places in Canada to ensure the
integrity of this National Historic Site.
Are you a young person who is
seeking work this spring and summer?
You will be working under a Red Seal
Carpenter or professional painter and
will have the opportunity to work in
various trades, working with skilled
labour. Applications are open to
Indigenous, minorities, all genders
and must be between 16 and 30 years.
For more information: moyiejobs@
kaslo.org.

Feb. 25 – Churches – Sacred Heart Catholic Church, St.
Mark’s Anglican Church and St. Andrew’s United Church
Feb. 26 – Heritage Homes – Take a self-directed Heritage
Home Walking Tour
Feb 26 – Open House at the Kaslo Masonic Lodge No 25,
A Avenue from 12pm – 2pm
Feb. 27 – JB Fletcher Store and Lardeau Valley Museum

The building was constructed in 1899
by Frank Pyman, whose watch repair
business was the original tenant.
When Pyman left the community
about 1904, the building was bought
by C. F. Nelson who operated a drug
store until his death in 1940. In 2015,
Nelson’s Drug Store building was
once again serving the community
as a pharmacy.
		
Ward Taylor and staff proudly
continue the tradition of
supporting our communities’
health and wellness!
We’ve expanded! Now our 3rd pharmacy serves the Castlegar
community and is located at 1002 Columbia Avenue!!

Phone: 250-365-0001
1002 Columbia Avenue, Castlegar
Phone: 250-353-2224
403 Front Street, Kaslo
Phone: 250-358-2500
309 6th Avenue, New Denver

HERITAGE WEEK
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The 22nd of April 1897: Pigs to the Rescue
submitted by the Arrow Lakes
Historical Society
To celebrate British Columbia’s
Centennial in 1958, the Nakusp
Women’s Institute collected stories
told by early settlers. One contributor
was Mrs. Alice Parent:
We arrived in Nakusp on the SS
Nakusp, which was destroyed by fire

A big thanks
to our local
historical
societies.

Kaslo Building
Supply

6521-Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7628
www.kaslobuilding.com • kaslo.building@telus.net

at the wharf in Arrowhead March
1899. It was a beautiful boat! We
got to Nakusp at 12 o’clock at night.
We walked up to the Leland Hotel,
only to find “no vacancies.” A very
nice young man very kindly gave us
his room.
The next morning I asked my
husband, “Where are we going?
Have you a house?”
“No” he replied, “There is no
house to rent or to buy – no house
at all!”
My husband took the matter up
with his boss, Pete Genelle, and he
said, “Joe, I will send all the mill
men up after they have finished their
day’s work to build you something
to live in.”
So in three days the house was
built, but there were no windows
or doors. It did not take long to
build a door, but we had to send to
Vancouver for windows. Blankets
had to be used to keep the cold air
out.
The town site had been cleared,

but stumps were still all there, two
or three feet above the ground. There
were no roads, just a little path to go
from one store to the other, and to the
post office. There were two stores,
F.W. Jordan’s and Frank Bourne’s.
One day I began to wonder if
there was much snow in the winter.
If so, how could we get to the store?
Who would keep the little path
open? To satisfy myself, I asked my
husband (who had been in Nakusp
the winter of 1896), “How in the
world do you get to the store when
there is so much snow?” He said I
would find out in time. Sure enough
– just as he said, I did find out.
There were three hotels and one

big sawmill, and each of them had
from 60 to 75 pigs. Every morning
these pigs would take a walk from
one house to the other looking for
food. In this way the path was kept
open all winter. We did not have any
sanitary waste cans in those days.
The pigs got rid of everything.
Talking about pigs, there is
another story that may prove to
be amusing. There was a big barn
about 200 feet from our house. It
was wonderful shelter for the mother
pigs and their little ones. You can
imagine just how many piglets there
were. Nice little suckling pigs! So a
friend of mine, a very fine cook she
was, said to me “Mrs. Parent, let us

kill one of them and we will invite
the owner and his family for dinner.”
Of course we really didn’t know who
the owner was, but thought it was
Jack Genelle, whom we invited with
his wife. They came and enjoyed
their dinner so much. When Mr.
Genelle left, he said, “Any time you
want to cook a little suckling pig,
you can have one of mine. It is very
delicious”
Such were the pioneer days in
early Nakusp. It was through staunch
faith in the future and the willingness
to face hardship in those tough early
days that the “road was paved” for
the improvements in our town which
are enjoyed today.

Nakusp waterfront about 1897

Nikkei Internment Memorial Centre to be revitalized

Celebrating our rich
forestry heritage

submitted by the Village of New
Denver
In 2021, the Village of New
Denver received funding of over
$385,000 for the Nikkei Internment
Memorial Centre (NIMC)
Revitalization Project. The CERIPfunded restoration will bring much
needed repairs and restoration to
this National Historic Site. The
CERIP program provided grants
to support economic resilience,
tourism, heritage and urban and
rural economic development
projects in communities impacted
by COVID-19.
The NIMC has not seen major
renovations since it opened in 1994.

Katrine Conroy, MLA
Kootenay West

Thank you to all the
individuals and groups
that work to preserve the
heritage and rich history
of the West Kootenay!

Constituency Office: #2-1006 3rd St
Castlegar, BC Phone: 1-888-755-0556
Katrine.Conroy.MLA@leg.bc.ca

The NIMC Revitalization project
objective is to restore NIMC’s
heritage buildings and pathways,
create a new archival space, replace
or repair the fire suppression system
and restore the Heiwa Teien. As
a result, 2022 will bring plenty
of exciting activity at the Nikkei
Internment Memorial Centre.
Last spring, Facilities Supervisor
Greg McTaggart completed the fire
suppression system repairs and
renovations to the visitor services
building interior prior to opening
for the season.
As a prelude to repairing the
damaged building envelopes, a
conservation assessment by heritage
consultant Joern Wingender was
completed during the summer. Not
only does the report identify priority
areas that need urgent or significant
repair and/or restoration, the report
will be also used as a guideline by
staff for the upcoming restoration
projects. The consultant also
provided staff training on heritage
restoration and wood preservation
techniques. The Standards &
Guidelines for the Conservation of

Local museums
and heritage sites
are insurance
policies against
forgetting our past

RHC Insurance Brokers

A division of HUB International

401-6th Ave • New Denver, BC 250-358-2617

Historical Places document is also
used as a resource for the projects.
In the fall, the foundation of
the new archives building was
completed and garden restoration
planning and hardscaping upgrades
commenced. These projects will
resume as soon as the snow melts
and prior to the visitor season in
May. More work will be done after
the centre closes in September.
The Village of New Denver
council and staff thank the Province
of BC and Heritage BC for the
funding for the NIMC Revitalization
project. Thanks also go to CBT
Community Development and
Heritage BC - Heritage Legacy
Fund for making the Conservation
Assessment possible.
The NIMC will be opening
its doors for its 28th year in May.
A reminder that the gift shop will
also be open to visitors and offers
a great selection of books, cards,
and other unique mementos which
connect visitors to the site. Check
the website for upcoming updates
on the projects as well as special
events.

Passmore
Lab

wants to
thank the
hard-working
volunteers that make our
history come to life
4240 Passmore Upper Road
250-226-7339
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The boat race
submitted by the Nakusp Museum
Society
Imagine Nakusp in 1907. The
population is 300.
Imagine the Nakusp Amateur
Dramatic Club (founded 1905)
putting on three or four plays a year
and having a logo on a large placard.
Almost everyone in town would have
been in it, as cast or crew or audience.
Just imagine.
The Dramatic Club had a party
boat, the Minerva, named after the
Roman goddess of wisdom and the
arts. Classy.
“It was a beautiful summer
morning…” Mrs. Mary Baird told
the Women’s Institute chroniclers

(whose records tell of all things
Nakusp from 1892 to 1958.) “…and
great was the bustle and excitement
as we stowed our fat hampers of
picnic goodies aboard the launch”.
The photo shows everyone in
their best finery, bonnets and lace,
straw boaters and bow ties. And
someone had brought their wind-up
phonograph on board! (That would
be wireless!)
They headed down river to
Makinson’s Landing. Suddenly the
Minto is coming up behind them
at speed because they were trying
to transfer a late coming passenger
to the Minerva. This daring bunch
decided to race the Minto. The

launch was stoked to the max and
the smokestack caught fire. The crew
from the big steamboat sidled up and
came aboard the Minerva and poured
water down the funnel and put the
fire out. A race and a fire! An exciting
day so far!
With passengers undeterred
and in high spirits, the party boat
continued chugging along to the
picnic site. A long, narrow board
served as a gangplank to get to shore.
Mrs McKittrick took the hand of
Thomas Abriel as she started down.
Mrs. Baird tells us, “She must have
caught her heel in the hem of her long
skirt for she missed the plank and
fell into the lake, pulling her gallant

19
in the water with her. There they
stood… a sorry sight… floundering
up to their waists in water.”
Mrs. Baird goes on to say, “The
ladies, hiding their merriment as
best they could, shepherded the
dripping sister to the house on the
shore. There they disrobed her and
warmed her in blankets until they
sorted out articles of clothing they
could lend and spare. The men
built a big bonfire outside and there
crouched our Beau Brummel for the
better part of the day to dry out for his
return trip, while articles of feminine
apparel floated on twigs and lines

nearby to dry.”
There wasn’t a bank in Nakusp
in those days so Mrs. McKittrick had
wound all her paper money around
her legs under her heavy black
stockings. The women built a fire in
the wood range in the house on the
shore and dried out her money in
biscuit pans in the oven, “while the
damp lady huddled in her borrowed
undies and a man’s jacket.”
At last they got into the hampers
and had a delicious supper. Then
they sailed home to Nakusp into a
magnificent sunset and their very
busy lives.

THE
VILLAGE
OF
SLOCAN
Thank you to the Slocan
Valley Historical Society
for your efforts to help
preserve our history and
local heritage.

Slocan Village Market
Thank you to the
Slocan Valley
Historical Society!

519 Harold Street • Slocan • 250-355-2211

The Nakusp Amateur Dramatic Club, founded in 1905, had this party boat, called Minerva after the Roman goddess of wisdom and the arts.

Heritage Week, 2022 – Diversity and accessibility
from Heritage BC
The theme in 2022 explores
the many ways that heritage
engagement requires creativity,
as well as unique solutions and
actions to encourage broad
participation.
Heritage can and must foster
best practices in diversity and
accessibility. By reducing the
many different types of barriers
that keep people from enjoying
heritage and feeling safe, then
lives will be enriched.
When heritage responds
to diversity and accessibility
challenges, it becomes inclusive.

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

This is possible for even the
smallest of heritage organizations
and is reason to celebrate.
“Heritage is our legacy
from the past, what we live
with today and we pass on to

future generations. Our cultural
and natural heritage are both
irreplaceable sources of life and
inspiration, our touchstone, our
reference point, our identity.”
UNESCO

A heritage
of fine
sandwiches

Thank you
Historical Societies
for keeping our
past alive!
https://www.facebook.com/KasloNow

Selkirk Realty
Nakusp, BC • 250-265-3635

We support our local historical societies
in their valuable work

Soups, Sandwiches
& Desserts
210 6th Avenue, New Denver
250-358-2691

Serving
Kaslo for
over 75
years

Thanks to our local heritage organizations
for their ongoing work in
preserving our stories.
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Slocan Valley Historical Society continues work on the Merriwake
submitted by Slocan Valley Historical
Society
For a small organization, the
Slocan Valley Historical Society is
doing big things.
Bonnington shipwright Eric
Chevalier has nearly completed the
restoration of the Japanese Canadian
fishing vessel, the Merriwake. The
last of her kind in Canada, the ship

has a fascinating tale to tell. The next
step in this project is to construct a
shelter on Main Street in the village
of Slocan. The building will not only
house the Merriwake, but also serve as
an interpretive centre that shares part
of the internment story. The SVHS
anticipates contractor Dave Madden
will begin construction on the shelter
this spring. The society is grateful to

its local and provincial government
funders, as well as the Columbia
Basin Trust and many private donors.
Thanks to Slocan lawyer Therin
Rhaintree of Kokanee Law for her
assistance. Huge thanks also to Slocan
forester Gary Burns for donating the
timber for this project and to former
Slocan resident and internationally
renowned architect Gene Kinoshita
for designing it. To see the full list of
Merriwake supporters, please visit
https://slocanvalleyhistory.ca/ourprojects/merriwake-interpretativecentre/restoration/
The SVHS has also expanded
its website to include sections on
Indigenous history, a project page,

and a link to Kootenay-Columbia
Digitized History. These sites make
history accessible to all. Online
donations can be made on the site.
Membership in the society is still only
$10 per year.
The coming year will see
the society continue work on the
Merriwake project. More signage to
the Slocan History Walk is planned
for the future. The next time you’re in
Slocan, grab a coffee from one of the
local cafes and take a stroll through
the village to step back in history.
Remember – if you have old
documents or photos relating to valley
history and don’t know what to do
with them, the society would love

to hear from you! The Slocan Valley
archives is continually growing and is
a repository for the stories of persons
and places past.
The SVHS is excited to welcome
Vallican resident Bob Herring to its
board of directors. The board now
has representatives from the north,
mid and south valley.
Are you passionate about
preserving and promoting valley
history? If so, join the society and
help keep our history alive.
Learn more about the SVHS
at https://slocanvalleyhistory.
ca/. Contact the society at info@
slocanvalleyhistory.ca and follow
them on Facebook.

Purveyors of fine
merchandise

Good Stock readily available for the Latest in Home Improvements!
Specific Remedies for the Home such as are required by the
Experienced Tradesman and Home Repairer
Located on Kaslo’s historic Front Street
We will wait for and greatly appreciate your visit!

433 Front Street Kaslo • 250.353.2432 • trueblue.hware@gmail.com

Ainsworth Hot Springs Resort lies
within the traditional home lands of
the Ktunaxa people. The hot springs,
referred to as nupika wu’u (spirit
water), have been good medicine for
many years.
The Hot Springs pools and cave are now
open to the public by on-line reservation
only. Now is a good time to book your
staycation and experience the power
of nature by relaxing in the pools and
cave.
The Ktunaxa Grill offers an indigenous
inspired menu. Open Wednesday through
Sunday. Visit our website for hours of
operation. Dinner reservations required.
1-800-668-1171
www.ainsworthhotsprings.com

The Merriwake circa 1957.

Village of
New Denver

Thank you to the
countless volunteers and
organizations who all make
valuable contributions to
the preservation of our
local history!

Thanks
our Local Historical
CONGRATULATES
Societies
for their ongoing
THE LUCERNE
commitment
to preserving
the
GRADUATING
CLASS
stories ofOF
the2010
Silvery Slocan.

“Every
highway
in British
Columbia
began as a pack
trail or a logging
road.”
Richard Cannings, MP
South Okanagan - West
Kootenay

Thank you to all the
individuals and groups
that work to preserve the
heritage and rich history
of British Columbia!

Constituency Office: 1695 Columbia
Castlegar, BC Phone: 1-250-365-2792
richard.cannings.c2@parl.gc.ca

Crescent Bay Construction

Your one-stop trucking
and automotive shop

Mill Road • Nakusp
250-265-4100

We offer welding services and
fabrication, road building and
snowplowing service, septic and
irrigation services, and lowbed
and dump truck services. We also
sell parts and accessories.
370 Highway 6 • Nakusp, BC
250-265-3747
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Nakusp, Area K taxpayers to dig deeper into wallets in 2022
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Some residents of Nakusp and
Area K – the rural area surrounding
the southern Arrow Lakes – will see
a nearly 10% increase on their tax bill
from the Regional District of Central
Kootenay this year.
The regional government gave
an online presentation on its 2022 tax
plans on February 15, including plans
for an average 9.7% tax increase for
Area K. Taxpayers in the village of
Nakusp will be asked to pay an extra
6.3% for their regional government
services as well.
The numbers are preliminary
and budget negotiations still have
about a month to go before being
finalized. But the RDCK’s Chief
Operating Officer, Stuart Horn, said
these numbers were pretty locked in.
“Compared to other sub-regions,
this one is probably more certain,”
said Horn. “Not much movement is
expected.”

Inflationary pressures

In all, RDCK taxes are going up
an average of 5.8% across the region.
Horn said there were several
drivers to the tax increase, including

salaries and general increases
for administration. COVID cost
the regional district its recreation
revenues, as well as $400,000 in
other costs. Emergency services
costs are rising as the provincial
Office of the Fire Commissioner
raises standards. Forest fires, floods
and last year’s heat dome have
prompted communities to invest
more in protective services. The
waste and recycling programs are
seeing costs rise with the construction
of two new organic waste treatment
facilities in Creston and Salmo,
as well as higher costs for waste
management in general.
Nakusp and Area K are helping
pay for new staff at the RDCK –
sharing the cost for a new Chief
Financial Officer, an important job
that’s been left empty for several
years.
The district is also hiring a new
bylaw officer this summer.
“Our bylaw complaints are
skyrocketing,” said Horn. “It could
be people are at home, noticing what
their neighbours are doing a little bit
more… but we see a lot of disputes
and complaints come in and its really

overwhelmed our bylaw department,
and that’s everything from planning
to building inspection inquiries to
our noise and unsightly property
bylaws.”
They’ll be also hiring a planning
assistant to aid that department
through the current building boom,
and a regional training officer for the
fire department.
The Nakusp and area museum,
library and other facilities are getting
3% increases on their budgets as well.
Community halls will receive status
quo funding.

Calculating your tax
increase

The 5.8% increase is the regional
average. It’s up more than that in Area
K (9.7%) and Nakusp (6.3%).
That’s because the list of regional
district services is like a pizza
menu – it differs for most every
customer. There are 186 services
(think “ingredients”) offered by
the RDCK. Some apply across the
district – (“crust”), while some
are only supported by taxpayers in
specific locations, like community
halls and water systems (“toppings”).
Where you live – what “toppings”

you have – determines what services
you’re paying for.
For the Village of Nakusp, it’s
relatively straightforward. Your taxes
to the RDCK will go mostly toward
the arena, waste and recycling, as
well as emergency services like fire
and search and rescue, and to support
the museum and library.
Governments use what’s called
the mill rate, and multiply that by the
value of the property. The mill rate for
the Village of Nakusp is 1.569. So a
$400,000 home in Nakusp would pay
$627 in taxes this year to the RDCK.
For Area K residents it’s a little
more complex. You’ll pay a base
mill rate of .742, so that $400,000
home would pay a base of $496.80
in taxes for pan-sub-district services
like transit, waste and recycling, the
sports complex, etc. Then individual
areas will pay for specific services,
like for streetlighting in Edgewood
or the Burton water utility.
The budget process isn’t
complete, and the Village government
and school district both have to
calculate their final tax bills. The
three will be put together and sent out
to taxpayers later this spring. Many

property owners will be eligible for
a reduction in their bill through the
provincial property tax grant.
Taxpayers in other locations will
get a chance to preview their RDCK
tax bills in the coming weeks. The
RDCK is holding online budget
workshops on February 28 for New
Denver, Silverton and Area H North;
and March 7 for Kaslo and Area D. A
workshop was held February 22 for
Slocan and the southern valley.

Peterson, recalling the start of the
agreement to sell. “And every three
months for six years, they’d say it’d
be about three months.”
He says he plans to support the
club in its applications to funding
agencies like the NACFOR Legacy
Fund and the Regional District.
“This will be great for the
community; I’m glad it’s signed.”
“As a board we’re thrilled to have
the process finally completed,” agrees
SD 10 Superintendent Peter Dubinsky.
“With the funding the Communication
Centre Society has, they’ll be able to
do lots of upgrades and be able to offer
better amenities to the community, so
it’s a win-win for everybody.”

ATTENTION PET OWNERS:
NOW IS THE TIME TO SPAY
AND NEUTER YOUR PETS.

New future planned for Fauquier Communication Centre
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Residents of Fauquier are looking
forward to a new future for the
Fauquier Communication Centre
Society building, now that it’s been
purchased by the community group.
“It’s very exciting,” says Alan
Brown, president of the Fauquier
Communication Centre Society.
“Fauquier needs a community focus
like this.”
The final documents transferring
the old school building to the group
were finally signed on February 22
with the board of Arrow Lakes School
District 10. For $33,000, the society
is the brand new owner of the circa
1970s building.
“I know most women have their
children within nine months,” laughs
Brown. “But this one has almost taken
six years to complete since we first
started talking about it.”
He says the society and community
are ready for the big work to start.
“Now we begin the renovations,”
he says. “We have a team of certified
providers that are coming together for
the planning and designing that will be
involved in the construction, plumbing,

electrical, etc.”
The building needs a fair amount
of work, but right off the start they’ll
upgrade to a heat pump system, and
swap out some less-than-efficient
windows. Bigger work may include
changing the roof design and swapping
around interior spaces.
“We’re not that far along, to decide
what is going to be done but we know
we want the building to function for
a wider variety of uses,” says Brown.
“We want it to be accessible to a
wide variety of activities and space
for people who want to sell their art,
produce a craft, provide a service, or
hold a meeting.
“The goal is to provide space
so that if local people have a small
business, there will be a place in the
community to conduct that business.”

A renewed community hub

The society is sitting on several
pots of money from previous grant
applications that will now be used to
great effect.
The renovated building will still
house the community library, but the
computer space and classroom learning
centre will see some big improvements.
“We wrote a grant for a fully

functioning video and music production
studio with a green-screen lab for
animation and recording in audio and
video, and a virtual reality lab where
people can come in and experience
virtual reality,” he said. “That was
approved and has been sitting because
they couldn’t give us the money until
we owned the building!”
It won’t only be a place for youth.
That same grant also provides for an
educational curriculum, with funding
to provide a teacher, to teach seniors
about technology.
“We want the Communication
Centre to not only be a technology
centre that will keep our children in
our village, and coming to the centre
to do the fun stuff the kids love to do
with technology,” he says. “But we
also want our seniors to come to the
centre, and benefit from the resources
available there, in terms of enrichment,
social activity, etc.”
Brown credits the work of the
whole board, but singles out RDCK
Area K (Arrow Lakes) Director Paul
Peterson, who first started negotiations
with the school district.
“They said the paperwork would
be signed in three months,” laughs

The Fauquier Communication Centre finally belongs to the community. The process to transfer the title from School District 10 Arrow Lakes to the
Fauquier Communication Centre Society was completed February 22.
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Even small ads get
noticed in the
Valley Voice.

It pays to
advertise in the
Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free 1-833-501-1700
for details

Together with your participation,
we can break the cruel cycle of
unwanted, uncared-for pets in
our area.
PALS reminds you that we have
ongoing assistance for those
struggling financially with the
costs of responsible pet care.
For more information call PALS
at 250-265-3792.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

Contract Opportunity
Recreation Program Coordinator

REC Commission #4, in collaboration with the Village of Nakusp
and the RDCK Area K, is seeking a motivated individual with a love
for community recreation. The mandate for this contract position is to
develop, organize, and communicate recreation opportunities for Nakusp
and Area residents, while seeking to increase participation in recreation
activities and the use of village and area recreation facilities.
Compensation:
• 12 month contract position, up to 10 hours per week as needed.
• $20,000 compensation for 12 month’s service.
• Liability insurance coverage to be a provided to the successful applicant
at the cost of the RDCK and Village of Nakusp.
Interested parties should visit www.nakusp.com/village-office/jobs/
for a complete description of duties and required qualifications for this
contract position. Please provide a resume and a cover letter detailing
why you believe you are the best candidate for this contract, no later than
March 4, 2022 at 4 pm, to:
By Mail:Attn: Wayne Robinson, CAO
Village of Nakusp
PO Box 280
Nakusp BC, V0G 1R0
Email: cao@nakusp.com
In person: 91 1st Street NW. Nakusp, BC.
Please note: The successful candidate will be an independent
contractor and will not be considered an employee or agent of the Village
or the RDCK.
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Kaslo council, February 8: Anti-vax mandate petition prompts council to write PHO
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
A petition presented to village
council in late January by people
opposed to vaccine and other
public health mandates did not
meet the required standards, staff
told councillors, but the information
is still meaningful.
“Many of the entries were
illegible or incomplete and some
duplicate entries were found,” a
staff report by Corporate Officer
Catherine Allaway says.
Petitions presented to council
must “legibly include the subject
matter, date of the petition and
the name, post office box and
civic address of each petitioner,”
according to the Village’s Council
Procedure Bylaw.
Of the 350 names on the
petition, staff could only confirm
114-127 of the signatures came
from individuals that reside within
the village limits. Another 50 might

qualify but the information was
incomplete, and many signers lived
outside village limits.
Despite its flaws, “the
information collected by Beyond
the Divide is meaningful despite the
fact it does not meet the standards
set out in the Procedure Bylaw,” the
report says. “Clearly there are many
residents on either side of this issue,
so there is limited benefit to further
refining the Village’s understanding
of public opinion.”
The report notes that since
receiving the petition, the Village
has received correspondence from
residents on both sides of the issue.
Staff recommended writing a
letter to the provincial health officer,
and not conducting a survey or a
referendum on the issue.
“The Village of Kaslo is bound
by provincial laws and will continue
to follow the recommendations of
the Provincial Health Officer,” the
report concludes, and also notes it’s

not always a good idea to bite the
hand that feeds you (or provides you
with health services).
“Given the other requests
that the Village is making of the
provincial government relating
to community health (requests
for additional primary care beds,
requests for improved ambulance
service), it is recommended that
any communications relating
to the COVID-19 restrictions
take a collaborative rather than
antagonistic approach,” the report
says.
Council did decide to send a
letter with that collaborative tone.
They passed a motion to send a
letter to the provincial health officer
requesting “an end to COVID-19
related mandates if other strategies
for population safety can be found.”
One councillor voted against
the motion.
“The provincial government is
obviously considering options for
eliminating mandates, and it’s going
to happen in British Columbia in the
near future. I don’t see the benefit to
writing a letter that basically says
‘Okay guys, do your job,’” said Rob
Lang. “I think we should just step
away from this. It’s no-win.”
Staff will begin drafting a letter
for council to approve.

Response on Zincton
Kaslo Senior Citizens’ Association – Branch # 81

AGM and Elections Notice

We invite our members and anyone age 55+ who would like to purchase a membership to join us at the Kaslo Legion Hall on Tuesday,
MARCH 15th at 10:30 am for our Annual General Meeting (AGM),
Board Elections and luncheon. Membership required to vote.
If you wish to run or nominate someone for a Board position, you
must let us know by Friday, March 11th by calling Elizabeth at: (250)
353-2159 or Kay at: (250) 353-7488. Voting will be done by ballot.
At 12:00 noon the Kaslo Ladies Auxiliary will serve a St. Patrick’s
Day luncheon.
Tickets are $15.00 for lunch and dessert. Please call Mabel at:
(250)353-2258 to reserve your ticket, which can be picked up in
person or at the Legion Hall door on March 15th.

ub & Restaurant
JB’s P Re-opens!!

JB’s Pub and
Restaurant – Open for
the season Feb 10th
Thursday- Sunday
3- closing
Happy hour 3-6
Welcome Back!!

The Village has some questions
about the Zincton ski resort proposal
it would like to see answered before
it approves the project.
Councillors reviewed
information from staff in anticipation
of forwarding its official response
on the project to the Province by
mid-month.
Zincton is a proposed yearround ski, hiking and biking resort
set about 30 kilometres west of
Kaslo. The proponents are asking
for tenure on 5,000 hectares of
land, saying their project will bring
millions of dollars and hundreds of
jobs to the local economy. It’s now
undergoing the second stage of a
three-stage review process overseen
by the Mountain Resorts Branch.
Council’s feedback to the
Province will be that they see how
the resort could be a big economic
driver to the region. But they say that
could also mean a wide variety of
economic, social, and environmental
consequences to the region.

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

They will ask several questions
on a number of subjects, including
land use, impacts on employment,
housing and cost of living, and on
demographic changes the resort
may create.
The council also wants the
messaging about the project to be
clearer, and wants to know what
will happen if Zincton is sold to
other owners.
The Village will also ask about
phasing options. Stating that “it
is impossible to predict all of the
changes that it will bring,” they
will ask if the Province would
consider giving staggered approval
to Zincton on a “phase-by-phase
basis,” to ensure that the project
proceeds in a manner that minimizes
negative impacts on the surrounding
area.
It’s good to ask these questions
now, staff said.
“This information will be used
by MRB to get feedback from
the proponent about how these
effects could be mitigated,” notes
the report. “Forwarding concerns
to MRB now will pass the cost of
obtaining answers to these questions
on to the Province.”
The Mountain Resorts Branch
has indicated there will be significant
consultation and input opportunities
during the next phase, the Master
Plan Review Process, the report
adds.

Fees and charges

Costs for getting your
development project approved are
going up in the village.
Council approved amendments
to its fees and charges bylaw for the
new year, and it’s developers that
will be taking a hit.
Subdividing a property will see
new fees, with preliminary reviews
doubling from $100 to $200 per
lot, and a new $200 charge for a
second review if amendments are
made after the first. Lot or internal
boundary changes will also go up,
from $150 to $200.
But the bite is really on
development charges. Projects
that require changes to the official
community plan will need a $1,000
application fee, up from $500; and
an application to amend the land use
bylaw will also go up by the same
amount. There is a discount, though.
If you need, you can apply for both
for $1,500.
“We’re looking for cost
recovery,” said Corporate Officer
Catherine Allaway. “We know
there’s a fair bit of development
that’s going to be happening in Kaslo

in the near future, and it’s important
that the cost of that development be
paid for by the proponent rather than
be paid for by the taxpayer.”
Council is also increasing the
cost of renting a portapotty locally.
It’s going to ask for a $500 damage
deposit to rent the first one – double
the old rate – and $200 for each
additional outhouse.
“The damage deposit has been
increased because, if we don’t get
them back clean, that’s a specific
cost on the Village to incur, and it’s
important that cost is passed on to
the individuals that are benefitting
from that service,” she said.

Water plant upgrades

The Village is going ahead with
an application for funding to pay for
upgrades to the community’s water
treatment plant. It’s asking the Invest
Canada Infrastructure Program for
about $750,000 to help pay for the
project.
“Application to the ICIP grant
program enables the Village to
complete a $1-million-plus project
for a financial commitment of
$271,806,” a report to council states.
The Village’s portion will be
paid for through its $300,000 water
reserve and from the RDCK, which
is being asked to cover about $37,000
of the cost from the McDonald
Creek water system reserve.
This project would see the
replacement of two valve trains,
installation of electrical components
and dual UV systems – the backup
ensures continued service if there are
maintenance or equipment failures.
“Interior Health requires the
Village to install UV treatment
by 2025 to maintain regulatory
compliance, so staff feels this
application has a good chance of
success,” says a report to council.
Staff don’t expect to hear back
on their application for about a year,
so work won’t begin until April 2023
at the earliest.

Kaslo Housing gets land

It’s never over until the
paperwork is complete. And at their
February 8 meeting, council passed
the necessary bylaws to officially
end a long-term lease for the Kaslo
Housing Society on a property on
Highway 31, and to sell them the
lot behind the Kemball Building on
A Avenue for $10. The site will see
the construction of the society’s new
10-unit affordable housing project in
the village’s downtown.
Work was to begin on the project
this month, but ground-breaking will
now be delayed until April, CAO Ian
Dunlop told council.

Since
Since1986
1986

Thanks to our historical societies
for their important work. Stop by to
see our selection of local interest
books, Tuesday through Saturday.

250.353.2566

408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com
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New Denver council, February 8: Mayor refuses questions concerning off-leash dog area
by Kathy Hartman
• Council received four
letters from residents in favour
of keeping the off-leash dog area
where it is, but Mayor Leonard
Casley would not allow questions
from the press or public on the
issue. He said this was because
council received the letters for
information only, and did not
discuss them at the meeting.
• After some discussion,
council endorsed the New Denver
Active Transportation Network
Plan (ATNP). Councillor Vern
Gustafson mentioned a couple of
times that it might be best to “deal
with the contentious south dike
area first,” as the maps show active
transport activities funnelling
through that area. Mayor Casley
responded, “It’s already gone
through public process. Can’t
please everybody.” Councillor
John Fyke spoke about how much
he likes the vision, but “may not
be exactly as seen.” Councillor
Colin Moss sees the plan as “a
good place to start.” Councillor
Gerald Wagner commented that
it was accessible to all. The plan
was funded through a provincial
Active Transportation grant,
and further funding through this
program requires endorsement of
the plan.
• Construction values more
than doubled from 2020 to 2021,
according to a report on building
permits provided by Jessica
Rayner, community planner.
Total construction values in 2021
totalled $1,534,179.82 compared
to $798,741.50 in 2020. While
there were no building permits
issued for new single-family
dwellings in 2020, there were
six issued in 2021 – half in the
Orchard and half on the north
side of Carpenter Creek. Of the
25 building permits issued in
2021, six were for single-family
dwellings, two for accessory
residences, two for carports, one
for a garage, one for a workshop,
two for interior renovations, and
three for demolitions.
• Staff will apply for funding
for the Centennial Park outdoor

stage project from the Canadian
Heritage Canadian Cultural
Spaces (CHCCS) Fund. The
Columbia Basin Trust grant
received for the project cannot
be used to fund electrical
infrastructure, so another funding
source is necessary. Staff plan to
seek input from local community
groups on the types of equipment
or stage/patio improvements
they would like to see. The
CHCCS program will provide
50% of eligible project costs.
In exceptional cases (including
projects in rural or remote areas),
the program can fund up to 75%
of eligible expenses.
• It’s official – no more garbage
tags on Tuesday mornings. The
newly adopted Solid Waste Bylaw
742, 2022 eliminates the need
to tag garbage and provides
clearer language on the amount
and weight of garbage that will
be picked up each week. It also
changes the wording around
garden waste to reflect actual
collection practices. Notices that
tags are no longer required will go
out with utility bills and will be
posted on the Village website. It
is anticipated that this will reduce
the Village’s annual tipping fees.
• Council accepted the Water
Distribution System Review
prepared by TRUE Consulting.
The review finds that the water
distribution system “is generally
a well-planned network which
substantially complies with
municipal guidelines with regard
to pipe sizes and fire hydrant
coverage.” However, there are
some severe fire flow deficiencies
and lack of network redundancy
for water supply to the south of
Carpenter Creek. Constructing a
second creek crossing watermain
is recommended as a high priority.
The total cost of the review was
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VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

Casual Equipment Operator/
Labourer Employment

The Village of New Denver is hiring casual/on call employees. There are no guaranteed hours for this position. The
successful candidate may be required to perform a variety of
duties including but not limited to snow plowing, grass cutting,
garbage collection, assisting in the maintenance of municipal
infrastructure, etc. Ability to operate heavy equipment with skill
and safety is required. Remuneration is set at $26.54/hr. Must
have valid BC Driver’s Licence, preference will be given to
those with Air Brake Endorsement as well. Contact the Village
of New Denver for more information.
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

$22,000, with $10,000 coming
from a grant and the remaining
$12,500 budgeted for in 2021.
• Council directed staff to
file a ‘notice on title’ of 305
6th Avenue for construction
without a permit. In this case,
a building permit application
was submitted following work
taking place without a permit,
but the application was not
complete. Missing information
included indication of use (the
kitchen portion of the existing
restaurant use had been removed),
construction details, and
a demolition permit. Notices
on title are standard practice
for municipalities addressing
property owners in contravention
of the BC Building Code and the
local building bylaw.
• At a special council meeting
on February 11, CAO Lisa Scott
was appointed as the approving
officer for the Village of New
Denver. An approving officer
is needed for consideration of
subdivision applications. Hillary
Elliott, CAO of Silverton, had
been appointed as temporary
approving officer. Scott recently
received her approving officer
certification and can now address
the backlog of subdivision
applications.
• Council joined with other
municipalities to request that
the provincial government fund
the maintenance of all BC dikes
and upstream flooding risks

outside municipal jurisdiction.
In 2003, the province amended
the Flood Hazard Statutes and
transferred power over flooding
issues to municipalities. The
upkeep of dikes has been irregular
across the province ever since.
At the upcoming Association

of Kootenay and Boundary
Local Governments (AKBLG),
a motion will be put forward to
ask the provincial and the federal
ministries to work together on a
maintenance program and that
the Province fund the upkeep and
research needed for flood control.

In the New Denver council
notes in the January 27 edition, we
incorrectly reported that the Slocan
Lake Green Burial Society would
be willing to pay to find out if there
are graves in the area proposed for
parking. The society reps did not say

that, but they said the society would
pay for tree removal, grading and
gravelling of the hollow for parking.

CORRECTION

CORRECTION

In our January 27 article,
‘Logging letter leads to lively
discussion at Silverton council
meeting,’ we reported that Slocan
Lake Stewardship Society would
be invited to make a presentation
at the February 9 Silverton council
meeting. The presentation had in
fact been scheduled for March
9, not February 9. To be clear,
in the letter to the Province from
SLSS, SLSS did not ask for a
logging moratorium, but rather an
immediate halt to old-growth and
unsustainable logging practices
in the Silverton and Enterprise
creek watersheds until previous
damage done by wildfires and
timber harvesting can be assessed
and evaluated.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

Support the
Valley Voice
with a
voluntary
subscription
Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

W.E. Graham Community School Registration
2022/2023
Supporting your Local Community School is a great way to contribute to the building of
a healthy and sustainable community in Slocan.
Great things are happening at W.E. Graham Community School. We are now accepting
registrations for all students in grades Kindergarten through 10. W. E. Graham endeavours to
engage students through a wide variety of outdoor and experiential opportunities.
Primary Outdoor Program (POP): spends at least two afternoons a week exploring the
local environment and is actively involved in the use of develop of the outdoor classroom
area on the Slocan River. You may have seen them out in the community with their fancy
backpacks! It’s time to register for Kindergarten now!
Our Intermediate Class (WILD): is a multi-aged community focused classroom that is
based on character and leadership development. This class calls themselves WILD (Wilderness
Intermediate Leadership Development)!
Outdoor Environmental Leadership Program (OELP) Grades 7 -8’s have the
opportunity in which to combine experiential activities, electives, and core academics to create
a program that fosters leadership, resilience, self-confidence, and awareness of the outdoors.
The program offers, cooking, photography, wood working, drama, robotics, French, art, and
many day trips and a few overnight trips.
The Valhalla Wilderness Program (VWP) is a one-of-a-kind junior (Grade 9 and 10
only) wilderness program that has achieved an international reputation for excellence. This
program focuses on creating a learning experience which involves backcountry skiing,
mountain biking, hiking and canoeing. Students receive certificates in avalanche awareness
as well as first aid. This program involves 5 to 6 extended out trips as well as day trips every
Friday. In conjunction with the outdoor experience, the students are also in class for a regular
selection of academic classes and integrated curriculum experiences. Spaces in this program
are limited and an application process is required in addition to a regular registration form.
If you are not in the W.E. Graham catchment area, it is important that you complete a school
transfer very soon.
If you have any question regarding our school or the programs, please contact principal,
Mike Hurley at 250-355-2212 or mike.hurley@sd8.bc.ca. Check our website at weg.sd8.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.

AUTOMOTIVE

1983 THUNDERBIRD FOR SALE. 250777-1570.
CT AUTOMOTIVE - Vehicle making
funny noises? New warning light on? Get
an expert opinion from someone you can
trust. Your first stop for affordable repair
and maintenance. Brakes, clutch, exhaust,
front end work, tire service, oil changes,
diagnostics, electrical, and much more. New
customers welcome! Conveniently located
in Slocan. 250-355-2351.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THE VALLEY VOICE IS FOR SALE!
What an amazing opportunity to live your
dream and own your own business. Become
the proud owner of the Valley Voice and
a quaint building on the main street of
New Denver. The newspaper business
can provide a modest living for you and
your family, and wonderful community
connections. If you are so inclined, we
would love to show you the ropes and stay
as long or as little as you need us. We have

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

absolutely loved our life as newspaper
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.

COMING EVENTS

ELDER ABUSE PREVENTION
- Drop in at the Resource Centre on
Wednesdays, 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson (Nelson & District Seniors
Coordinating Society). 250-352-6008,
NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.com,
www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca
THE NEW DENVER & AREA
COMMUNITY HAMPER SOCIETY
will hold their AGM on March 30 at 2:30
pm in the Bosun Hall.
NOTICE OF AGM - Slocan Park
Community Hall Society. Monday March
28, 7 pm. Doors open @ 6:30 pm. COVID
protocols will be followed. New members
welcome!
T H E S I LV E R Y S L O C A N
HISTORICAL SOCIETY will be
holding its AGM via a ZOOM meeting
on March 29, 2022 at 7:00 pm. If you
would like to attend, please email
mrscaia@uvic.ca for details by March
27.

Local, organic
homemade food

509 Harold Street
Slocan, BC, V0G 2C0
Open Thurs - Sun
250-355-2433
Tues- Sat 8 am - 4 pm

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Main Street, New Denver
www.RavensNestBC.com

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com
GRIT & GRACE COUNSELLING - Jane
Flotron, RTC, RST, BCST. Counselling,
Somatic & Attachment Therapy,

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

We’ve Re-Opened!
Wednesday –
Saturday
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

FREE

FREE TO GOOD HOME – Two-octave
“portable” pump organ. Call Hank 250358-7737.

Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Biodynamic Cranial Sacral Therapy. (250)
551-4677. Jane@GritandGraceRST.ca.
Slocan, Winlaw, Nelson.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU

518 6th Ave • New Denver

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

PRIME RETAIL/COMMERCIAL SPACE
available for lease on Broadway in Nakusp.
500 to 2000 sq/ft. C-1, core commercial. 92
W Broadway St. 250-265-1568.

BIG DOG MUSIC

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

FOR RENT

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

TEACHERS ON CALL: The Whole
School needs BC certified teachers on call
(current BCCT membership required).
Send resume and references via email:
wholeschool@gmail.com. For more
information call (250) 226-7737.
HELP WANTED – VALLEY VIEW
GOLF COURSE 2022 Season: Seasonal
Full/Part time Clubhouse Attendants and
Clubhouse Manager Trainee. Required
- Food Safe Certification and Serving
it Right. Assets - food and beverage
experience, knowledge of golf, pro shop
experience, committed to full season (May Oct). Staff supervision experience (manager
position). Greens Superintendent Knowledge of golf operations including
mowing, greens maintenance, equipment
operation and maintenance and irrigation.

The Valley Voice February 24, 2022
Experience - golf course greens keeping
experience, staff supervision. Assets pesticide application certification. Salary
negotiable. Send resumes with references
to info@golfvalleyview.ca by February 25.
Please indicate position.
ARE YOU AN EXPERIENCED
Maintenance Worker? Join our team at
the Slocan Community Hospital in New
Denver! Apply on our website at Jobs.
interiorhealth.ca

LEGAL NOTICE

COPYRIGHT NOTICE: All rights
reserved re Common Law Copyright tradename/trade-mark PASQUALE BIELLOÓ
as well as any and all derivatives and
variations in the spelling of the said
trade-name/trade-mark Common Law
Copyright Ó 2022 by Pasquale BielloÓ.
PASQUALE BIELLOÓ, may neither be
used, nor reproduced, neither in whole
nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever
without the prior, express, written consent
and acknowledgement of Pasquale BielloÓ,
signified by the red ink signature, hereinafter
“Secured Party”. With the intent of being
contractually bound, any juristic person,
as well as the agent of said juristic person,

Evergreen
Dental Hygiene
Booking appointments
250-265-0387

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358-6806

MUSIC LESSONS

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50
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consents and agrees by this Copyright
Notice, that neither shall display, nor
otherwise use in any manner, PASQUALE
BIELLOÓ. By this Copyright Notice
both, juristic person and agent/s of the
juristic person, hereinafter “Users” consent
and agree that any use of PASQUALE
BIELLOÓ renders this Copyright Notice
a Secured Agreement wherein User is
Debtor and Pasquale BielloÓ is Secured
Party. This signifies contractual obligations
that User, grants Secured Party a security
interest in all of User’s assets in addition
to a $500,000.00 per each occurrence
of use of the common law copyrighted
trademark name, PASQUALE BIELLOÓ.
Any unauthorized use of PASQUALE
BIELLOÓ, is strictly prohibited.

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics/
Dysfunctional Families), AL-ANON
(family) meetings can help. For information
on AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158;
Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo, 250-3539617. For NA: New Denver, 250-551-4043.
For AL-ANON (family): New Denver,

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

250-551-6540. For ACA (adult children of
alcoholics): Nakusp, 250-686-0567. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST WISHES
SOCIETY is a community resource,
providing step-by-step information
to assist in making informed choices
when pre-planning a personalized,
private funeral. 250-358-7760 www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

REAL ESTATE

NO OBLIGATION free home market
evaluations. Sarah Rilkoff, 250-509-0006.
Valhalla Path Realty.

RENTAL WANTED

FATHER & CHILD seek May-August
rental: Mark Jeffreys and daughter Sequoia

coming events
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(11) are looking for a roughly 3-month
rental this summer, from mid-May to midAugust. Just us – no smoke, no pets! Please
contact markjeffreys@yahoo.com or
leave a voicemail at (801) 910-1532. We
miss you!
THE PERFECT TENANT for your small
house/cottage. Retired, single woman, nonsmoker, no pets is looking for a long-term
rental April or May 1. Excellent references.
Erika 250-358-7711/eriberi2012@hotmail.
com

SERVICES

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.
KIDS CLOTHES BY DONATION!
Come shop for gently used kids clothes,
footwear etc., on a pay-what-you-can
donation system. Open on Saturdays 11am3pm or by appointment at 222 Lake Ave.,
Silverton. Contact us at info@kootskids.
ca or “Koots Kids Clothing Store” on
Facebook.

EDUCATION

S AT E L L I T E T V / I N T E R N E T installation, service & repair: Xplornet,
Shaw, Telus, Bell, and other systems - home
& business, audio/video, cell boosters
& wifi networks - TJF WORKS - James
250-505-8392.
LANDSCAPING – Professional –
Reliable – Experienced. Serving Kaslo
and area. Call or text Matt 204-963-6048.

WANTED

LOOKING FOR OLD CARS, trucks,
Indian and Harley motorbikes and a
1966-1977 Ford Bronco. Please call 250299-9841.
N O R T H K O O T E N AY L A K E
COMMUNITY SERVICES SOCIETY
delivers programs for new mothers,
preschoolers, youth, adults, children and
seniors. We are currently looking for
enthusiastic board members to support our
organization. If you would like to join us or
learn more about board involvement, please
call our office (250-353-7691) or visit our
website at www.nklcss.org.

Personal Classifieds start at $8.00
Call 1-833-501-1700 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Tuesday THRU Friday
– By Appointment –

358-7769

It pays to
advertise
in the
Valley
Voice!!!
Call toll free
1-833-501-1700 for details

valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

Your ad could
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STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio
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Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

Alongside Mountainberry

778.454.0180

stjautomotive@gmail.com

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
March 4,
2022

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

TUES

Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca
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ADVERTISING GIFTS
SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.
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+ GST
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Wide Spot
Grown-Up
by Therese DesCamp

My baby sister had brand new
red roller skates. She lurched through
the kitchen as I stood silent, radiating
envy. The floor trim between the

kitchen and the next room was
beyond her skill level, though, and
she fell on her bottom. I laughed.
“See what you made me do?” she
screamed.
The ensuing squabble was
ended by my mother, but not to my
satisfaction. “She doesn’t know how
to take responsibility for herself yet,”

COMMUNITY
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my mom said. “Your sister will learn.
But you’re a big girl. You don’t have
to blame anyone; you can let it go.”
Instead, I pouted.
These days, as in those days,
I don’t always want to be the big
girl. It’s exhausting. I want to pout,
blame other people, maybe pound
on somebody. “It was already hard
enough!” my inner victim cries.
“Why are they making it harder?”
Plus, I find that I’m envious of the
glee others seem to be feeling as
they make a big mess – a mess, says
my big girl self, that someone else is
going to have to clean up.
There’s a lot of verbal and
physical force strutting its stuff these
days, trying to pass for grown-up.
But the hallmark of a grown-up is to
move beyond physical and rhetorical
violence. The hallmark of a grownup is to find skillful alternatives to
brute force. In the midst of the mess

we’re in – as the biosphere gets
more fragile, as the skin of civility
stretches thinner, as the depths of
injustice become clearer – what are
the skillful alternatives?
If you, like me, don’t want to
add to the tsunami of blame and fear,
here’s my best guess about how to
proceed. First, I take responsibility
for myself. When unsettled, I try to
look deeply into my own fears and
prejudices; I try to face that scary
stuff inside me. I ponder rather than
pout.
When the kerfuffle in Ottawa
started, I found myself blaming
the Americans. Yes, some of our
southern neighbours have fanned a
fire in this country. But truthfully,
this kind of division, disrespect and
blame lives here in Canada. It’s hard
to admit that it even lives inside me.
Once you face your own mess,
it’s not as difficult to view those

Support the
Valley Voice
with a voluntary
subscription

Are you passionate
about community
service?

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Nakusp Rotary may
have a place for you!

Contact Sara Collinson for details.
saracoll@telus.net

messy others with compassion. By
definition, a hate-filled person suffers,
because hate detaches us from the
reality of our interdependence –
the true source of joy. Detached,
we suffer. How can we not feel
compassion for someone who doesn’t
experience that joyful belonging?
The next step? Conscious action
with an open heart. When we look
deeply into ourselves and our foes,
we’ll know what our particular
action should be. Maybe you will
have a real conversation, organize
an environmental action, or refuse
to ignore racial slurs. Do it again
tomorrow, the next day, and the next.
Watch yourself get braver. Every
conscious act, no matter how small,
changes the world. As Mahatma
Gandhi said, “You may never know
what results come of your actions,
but if you do nothing, there will be
no results.”
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Jim Pownall
& Co.

S. KING, CET

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES

s.king@solid-plan.ca

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

Crane Service

Your ad could
be here for only
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Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Tim Reilly

Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden
Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff,
Store Hours 9am – 5pm
Monday- Friday.
Closed Sundays and Long Weekends.

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC VlL 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Leaf Cabinetry

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Renovations and
Maintenance Made Easy!

• Basic Renovations & Construction •
• Painting • Landscaping •
Hourly Rate, By Appointment Only
– Slocan Lake communities Only –
Contact Tim Giles – 250-355-2559

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

Wired by Alex

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph

Randy
Speers
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!
For all your interior
renovation needs:
- Complete Drywall
Services
- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....

250-358-7721

Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

wauvikrenos@gmail.com

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque or Money Order to: Valley Voice, Box 70, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
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Securing our water in a low- to no-snow future

RED-BREASTED NUTHATCHES:
WINTER SURVIVAL

Those tiny athletic birds that cheer us all
winter manage the cold by keeping busy
stashing seeds in tree-bark crevices
and covering them with bark, lichen
or pebbles. An extended back toe and
short tail adapt them to walking on the
underside of branches or descending
head down tree trunks in search of bugs
skipped over by other birds.

protecting this invaluable resource in
our changing climate.
In the Canadian Columbia Basin,
Living Lakes Canada is quantifying
how much water we have and how
much is needed for supporting
livelihoods and ecosystems
in a warmer future where water
availability will be fundamentally
changed. It’s an innovative pilot
project that integrates users and local
perspectives to develop a practical
template for other regions that will
inevitably grapple with the same
water challenges.
This modernized water protection
work will be critical for supporting
government policies around
sustainable water management. It’s
for this reason Living Lakes Canada
supports the creation of a dedicated
Watershed Security Strategy and
Fund for BC, to guarantee continued
government support for important
water-related study. The Province
of British Columbia has begun
developing the Watershed Security
Strategy and Fund with Indigenous
Peoples and in collaboration with

other levels of government. A
discussion paper has been published
and the public is invited to provide
feedback up until March 18 at 4 pm.
Just as the Province subsidizes
fossil fuels, forestry and farming,
now is the time for the Province
to consider water in the same way
and seriously commit to funding
watershed protection. According to
a 2021 report, BC’s watershed sector
adds an estimated $5 billion to the
provincial GDP. Watersheds also
have immense cultural and spiritual
value, and afford us opportunities
to get outside, connect with nature
and recreate. Most importantly,
watersheds give us water, and
water is life. In a 2021 poll, BC
residents declared water as their
top environmental issue of concern.
Now is the time to tell the provincial
government why you’re concerned
about your local watershed and how
water protection can be improved to
secure our future.
To share your thoughts, complete
the survey at https://engage.gov.
bc.ca/watershedsecurity

PHOTO CREDIT: LIVING LAKES CANADA

submitted by Living Lakes Canada
Have you ever thought about
what a future with less snow might
look like? Okay, so we’ve still
seen plenty of snow this winter,
but as temperatures continue to
skyrocket with longer periods of
heat and drought, climate models are
predicting the disappearance of snow
as we know it. In the coming decades,
increasingly smaller snowpacks will
also melt faster. Where will this
leave us?
Less snow and disappearing
glaciers means we will be faced with
tougher choices and fewer options
about how we use water. It will be
harder to fill our reservoirs to provide
for irrigation and the water supply for
cities and towns. And because these
same water sources also provide for
industrial and commercial purposes,
we will be forced to make decisions
about how much water can be
diverted while guaranteeing drinking
water for our communities. What
about hydropower generation?
Or fighting increasingly common
wildfires? With less rain during the
growing season, farming will put
increasing demands on surface and
groundwater systems. Where does
water for recreation sit within this
thinking? Will we have the luxury
of keeping our golf courses green
and making snow for our ski resorts?
And what about fish and other
aquatic species, already suffering
from decreased stream flow and
warmer water temperatures? In a
low- to no-snow future, conserving
and budgeting increasingly precious
water sources is a necessity we have
so far blissfully ignored.
“We need a paradigm shift in
how we manage water and who is
involved in these decisions. We need
new ways of thinking and valuing
water if we hope to successfully
navigate the most serious looming
challenge of the 21st century,” says
Kat Hartwig, Executive Director of
Living Lakes Canada.
Living Lakes Canada is a national
water stewardship NGO based in
southeast British Columbia taking
a practical approach to confronting
the emerging water crisis. Living
Lakes Canada partners with First
Nations, community groups, other
non-profits, academia, industry, and
all levels of government to tackle
a variety of water-related projects
across Canada. By monitoring
streams, rivers, lakes, wetlands and
groundwater, Living Lakes Canada
strives to support our collective
understanding of the constraints
on water quantity and quality, and
identify strategies and solutions for

One of Living Lakes Canada’s water monitoring programs, Kootenay Watershed Science is
working to improve understanding and prediction of how small- and medium-sized watersheds
are going to behave in a changing climate.

is looking for a sponsor for the
Ingrid Rice Political cartoon
Call us at 1-833-501-1700
for details
or email:
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

In Loving Memory
Kenneth Grant Melnick
May 13, 1953 - February 5, 2022

It is with great sadness that we announce the
passing of Ken Melnick on Saturday, February 5, 2022.
Ken was born and raised in Castlegar, BC where he formed many
lifelong friendships. Ken enjoyed his work at Teck Cominco and
spent his life doing the things he loved: fishing, boating, coaching
hockey, looking after his farm, playing his guitar and raising his family.
“Kenny,” to his close friends, was larger than life, making waves
and leaving a wake wherever he went. Ken loved his family, and
we are grateful for the fierce love we received and the adventures
we shared. Ken had an undeniable spirit and he will be missed.
Predeceased by his parents Steve & Phyllis, Ken leaves behind his wife Susan,
his children; Anna (Jared), Drew (Sara) and Jay, and three grandchildren,
Lily, Ellen and Madeline. He also leaves behind his brother Robert (Tova).
Plans for a memorial will follow
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Nakusp Hospice now offering more support services
by Jan McMurray
Nakusp Hospice is expanding
its services.
The organization now offers
grief support, and soon will offer
the Nav-CARE program, where
volunteers regularly visit people
with declining health. These two new
services are in addition to the end-oflife support that Nakusp Hospice has
offered for years.
“I’m really excited about
both new programs,” says Christa
Rebman, the organization’s program
coordinator. “They are great additions
to what we’re offering. They’ll of
course be beneficial to our clients,
but also to our volunteers because
they want to make a difference.
Now more than ever, I feel it’s so
important to build connections and
foster compassion.”

Rebman has been the hospice
program coordinator for almost a
year. She started out as a volunteer,
completing the hospice training
in fall 2020, and then taking other
courses in bereavement and grief.
“From day one, I felt I had entered
into something meaningful – and
I’d been looking for something
meaningful,” she said. “So when
the coordinator position came up,
I applied and am so happy I got the
job.”
Through the courses she took,
Rebman met people from other
hospice organizations in the region,
and became aware that they were
offering services that Nakusp wasn’t.
“I really wanted to get those services
going in Nakusp,” she said.
She started out by organizing
the Grief and Bereavement training.

“There were 14 participants, so I’m
super happy to say we are now able
to provide this support in Nakusp
and area. It’s very near and dear to
my heart to be able to offer grief
support.”
Rebman is now looking for
volunteers for the Nav-CARE
program. Under this program, clients
are buddied up with a volunteer
who helps them access services in
the community while providing
companionship. The goal of NavCARE is to improve the quality of
life of those with declining health so
that they can stay in their homes for
as long as possible. Rebman says the
volunteer time commitment is about
three to four hours a month, and there
is some training.
The Nakusp Hospice website has
been updated since Rebman came on
board, as well. “I wanted there to be
more community awareness of the
services we offer, and to have more
of a presence in the community,”
she said.
Recently, Nakusp Hospice
donated a ‘cuddle bed’ to the
palliative room at Arrow Lakes
Hospital. The Umano Medical
Cuddle Bed is Canadian made
and is the only bed on the market
certified to hold two people. Two
Nakusp Hospice board members,
Jane Merkley and Louise Negrave,
worked very hard to raise the funds
and see this project through. They
have already started fundraising for
a second bed.
“It was a real labour of love for
those two,” said Rebman. “They’ve
both had experience with loved ones
in the hospital in single hospital beds,
and they know how important it is to

be able to be in the bed together with
their loved one.”
Merkley said that during the most
heartbreaking time of life, the cuddle
bed allows for touch and loving
moments. “It’s a compassionate
addition to our hospital and
community,” she said.
The society thanks Cecilie
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Letting and Dwain Foster, Dave
and Judy Sobolewski, Jane Merkley,
Janet McDougall and Louise Negrave
for their generous donations.
Anyone interested in volunteering
or getting more information can
contact Nakusp Hospice through the
website (nakusphospice.com) or by
calling 250-551-1414.

Jane Merkley, Christa Rebman and Louise Negrave in the new ‘cuddle bed’ donated to the
Arrow Lakes Hospital palliative care room by Nakusp Hospice. In the background are Stephanie
Powers, Arrow Lakes Hospital manager, and Michelle Toole, Umano Medical account executive.

Enterprise Creek resident concerned
about watersheds and logging
by Judith Maltz
Enterprise Creek resident
Jennifer Reid spent time in Silverton
on February 9 to remind people of
the vital importance of watershed
protection. She stood on the side
of the highway near the Silverton
Village office and Arts Centre with
her sign, ‘Halt Old Growth Logging.’
When asked why she was taking
action in this way, she emphasized
the need to protect the sensitive
forest ecosystems upon which her
watershed (Enterprise Creek) and all
others depend.
“It’s not just corporations and
their shareholders and logging/
trucking companies who are investors
in our forests. My family and I as
well as all the other residents around
the Enterprise Creek watershed are
investors as well. Our futures and
livelihoods depend on maintaining
the integrity of our watershed.”
Reid also attended the Village
of Silverton council meeting to
voice her concerns about the area’s
watersheds. She was informed
that Village of Silverton has a
responsibility to provide clean,
potable water to the residents of
Silverton and was advised to speak
to RDCK Area H Director Walter
Popoff regarding Enterprise Creek.

She also asked when the Slocan
Lake Stewardship Society would be
presenting to council and was told
the presentation is scheduled for
Wednesday, March 9 at 7 pm.

Jennifer Reid spent time in Silverton on
February 9 to remind people of the vital
importance of watershed protection.

